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Planning Justification Report
Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment
6616 McLaughlin Road,
City of Mississauga

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Glen Schnarr & Associates Inc. have been retained by City Park (McLaughlin) Inc. to assist in
obtaining the necessary planning approvals to permit the redevelopment of the lands municipally
known as 6616 McLaughlin Road in the City of Mississauga (herein referred to as the “subject
property”). City Park (McLaughlin) Inc. is proposing to redevelop the subject property with a sixstorey residential condominium building with frontage on McLaughlin Road and five (5) single
detached residential dwellings with frontage on Spinnaker Circle (the “proposed development”).
This Planning Justification Report (the “Report”) has been prepared to assess the proposed Official
Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment applications (the “proposed Amendments”)
required to bring the subject property into conformity with current the Provincial planning policy
regime and the associated Provincial planning documents. A Draft Plan of Subdivision application
is required to facilitate the creation of the proposed condominium building (the “condominium”)
and the five (5) single detached residential dwellings (the “detached dwellings”).

1.1

Proposed Official Plan Amendment

The proposed development is not currently permitted by the City of Mississauga Official Plan,
2018 (the “Official Plan”). The subject property is designated “Residential Low Density I” which
permits detached, semi-detached, duplexes, triplexes, street townhouses and other forms of lowrise dwellings with individual frontages. An amendment to the Official Plan is required to redesignate the subject property to “Residential High Density” and to establish the height and density
provisions required to permit the proposed condominium building. An amendment to the Official
Plan is not required to permit the proposed detached dwellings on Spinnaker Circle.

1.2

Proposed Zoning By-law Amendment

The subject property is zoned “Residential- R1” by the City of Mississauga Zoning By-law 02252007 (the “Zoning By-law”) which permits single detached dwellings with a maximum height of
10.7 metres. An amendment to the City of Mississauga Zoning By-law is required to permit the
proposed six-storey residential condominium building by rezoning the portion of the subject
property with frontage on McLaughlin Road from Residential (‘R1’) to ‘Residential Apartment
Two- Special Section’ (‘RA2-XX’) and to rezone the portion of the subject property with frontage
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on Spinnaker Circle from Residential (‘R1’) to Residential- Special Section (‘R10-XX’) to permit
the proposed detached dwellings.
The proposed five single detached residential dwellings will be zoned “Residential- Special
Section” (R10-XX). As such, the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment will provide for the
following site-specific provisions:
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum Lot Area: 347 m²;
Minimum Interior side yard: 1.2 metres on one side of the lot and 0.6 0 metres on the other
side;
Minimum front yard setback to the garage face: 5.3 metres;
Maximum encroachment of a porch into the required front yard: 1.6 metres; and
Maximum lot coverage: 47.5%.

The proposed six-storey condominium building will be zoned “Residential Apartment Two”
(RA2-XX). As such the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment will provide for the following sitespecific provisions:
•
•
•
•

Maximum Floor Space Index - Apartment Zone: 2.2
Maximum projection of a balcony outside the buildable area identified on Schedule RA2XX: 1.0 metres;
Minimum number of resident parking spaces per dwelling unit: 1; and
Minimum amenity area: 2.1 m² per dwelling unit

The proposed development will compliment the adjacent Fletcher’s Creek tributary and natural
areas to the north and is compatible with the immediate surrounding neighbourhood and existing
residential land uses. This Report demonstrates how the proposed Official Plan Amendment and
Zoning By-law Amendment will bring the subject property into consistency and conformity with
Provincial and Regional plans and policies and how the proposed development contributes to the
creation of complete communities and ultimately represents good planning.

1.3

Proposed Draft Plan of Subdivision

A Draft Plan of Subdivision is required to create the Blocks and Lots associated with the proposed
development. The proposed Draft Plan of Subdivision (the “Draft Plan”) will create 2 Blocks and
5 Lots from the total existing subject property land area of 0.62 hectares (1.53 acres). Lots 1-5
comprise the proposed single detached residential lots with frontage on Spinnaker Circle and will
have a total area of 0.175 hectares (0.43 acres). Block 6 consists of the High Density Residential
block with frontage on McLaughlin Road and an area of 0.41 hectares (1.0 acres). Block 7 consists
of the Conservation Landscape Block on the northerly limit of the subject property and occupies
an area of 0.037 hectares (0.091 acres).
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1.4

Process and Engagement

A Pre-Consultation meeting was held with City of Mississauga staff on January 15, 2020 to present
a preliminary concept of the proposed development and to determine the materials required to
satisfy a complete application submission. The proposed strategy for consulting with the public
will follow the requirements of the Planning Act for a statutory meeting as well as the requirements
for an Official Plan Amendment, Zoning By-law Amendment and Draft Plan of Subdivision.
At the time of authoring this Report, the City of Mississauga is following the advice and direction
provided by the provincial and regional Medical Officers of Health and has enacted a State of
Emergency and has implemented emergency planning operations, including closing facilities and
focusing efforts on delivering essential services as a result of COVID-19. Accordingly, the City is
currently subject to operational restrictions which prohibit public gatherings in large groups,
including information and formal statutory public meetings. In order to advance the application
through the Planning approvals process, the City is consulting with the Province on alternative
measures for community engagement. The applicant is open to exploring interim options to
facilitate public consultation in collaboration with City staff. In additional to the online notices
posted by staff, the provision of comment responses sheets (through an online forum) and online
meetings in lieu of a formal statutory public meeting, should the Town deem that satisfactory and
in the public interest.
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2.0

SITE CONTEXT AND SURROUNDING AREA

The following sections describe the subject property’s existing site and the immediate and
surrounding area and land use context.

2.1

Site Context (Subject Property)

The subject property is located north of Courtney Park Drive West and west of McLaughlin Road,
approximately 90 metres north of the intersection of McLaughlin Road and Navigator Drive (Refer
to Figure 1- Site Context). The subject property is generally rectangular in shape and has a gross
site area of 6,183.11 metres (66,554.44 feet) with a frontage of approximately 60.96 metres (200
feet) on McLaughlin Road and 60.96 metres (200 feet) on Spinnaker Circle. The subject property
is relatively flat over the west portion with a gentle slope downwards from west to east. One single
detached dwelling currently exists on the subject property. The subject property is legally
described as: PT LOT 9, CON 2 WEST OF HURONTARIO STREET, AS IN TT142437 SAVE
& EXCEPT PT LOT 9 CON 2 WHS, DES PT 5, 43R24385; MISSISSAUGA.
The instrument TT142437 corresponds to PLAN 43R24385 whereby land dedication was taken
for a public highway on McLaughlin Road via By-law 0104-2002 under instrument number No.
PR220436. No further road or land dedications are required.

2.2

Immediate Surrounding Area

To the north, the subject property is adjacent to natural features associated with Fletcher’s Creek.
Low-density residential homes exist to the south and west. Warehouse-style buildings and
employment land uses are generally located to the east of the subject property (See Figure 2: Area
Context Map).
A summary of immediate surrounding land uses is provided below:
North:

The property immediately to the north is a large parcel within the valleyland
associated with Fletcher’s Creek and the City of Mississauga and Credit
Valley Conservation Greenlands System. Further north, existing
condominium buildings with frontage on McLaughlin Road and single
detached residential dwellings exist.

East:

Lands east of McLaughlin Road area are also characterized by the natural
features related to the Credit River and Conservation Area. Further east
lands are characterized as employment land uses related to the City’s
Business Employment designation with existing businesses such as
Southwire Canada, XPO Logistics and NTN Bearing Corporation of
Canada.
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2.3

South:

Nine single detached residential dwellings with frontage on Navigator
Drive exist immediately south of the subject property which are part of the
subdivision between Courtney Park Drive West and Navigator Drive.
Further south the lands are institutional facilities occupied by Courtney Park
Athletic Fields, the Mississauga Stadium, the Courtney Park Cricket
grounds and Mississauga Secondary School.

West:

Single detached residential dwellings exist immediately west on Spinnaker
Circle. Further west lands are occupied by the natural features of
Fletchers Creek, the Mississauga Fire Station No. 121 and Fletcher’s Flats,
located beyond Mavis Road.

Area Context

The subject property is located in the existing built-up neighbourhood of the Meadowvale Village
Character Area (Meadowvale Village) in the City of Mississauga. The Meadowvale Village
neighbourhood is a vibrant suburban residential neighbourhood with access to an abundance of
parks and green space associated with the Credit River system, services, facilities, schools and
contains one of the City’s largest business parks (See Figure 2: Area Context Map). The area also
contains a number of parks and green spaces related to the Credit River Tributary system. Access
to Fletcher’s Creek and the nearby trail is provided from Spinnaker Circle, southwest of the
subject property through White Willow Common Park.
North of the subject property and Fletcher’s Creek, primarily low-rise single detached residential
dwellings exist. Approximately 500 metres (1,640 feet) northwest of the subject property, at the
intersection of McLaughlin Road and Rothchild Trail, four storey condominium buildings with
frontage on McLaughlin Road exist. Further northeast at the intersection of Derry Road and
McLaughlin Road is Derry Village Square and Meadowvale Village Centre, low-rise retail plazas
that contains a mix of retail and commercial uses for residents.
The surrounding area is growing with the introduction of additional residential uses of varying
densities and built forms that continue to shape the neighbourhood character.

2.4

Fletcher’s Creek

The subject property is located within a portion of the Credit Valley Conservation Authority’s
Regulated Area and the valley associated with Fletcher’s Creek is located immediately north of
the subject property. The Regulatory Floodline in the area of proposed development is controlled
by the existing McLaughlin Road bridge and the northeasterly portion of the subject property is
within the existing Regulatory Floodline associated with the tributary. Through this development
proposal, a modification is proposed to the Regional Floodline that currently bisects the subject
property’s northeast corner nearest the McLaughlin Road bridge. The flood line is proposed to be
realigned to divert flood flows away from the subject property, around the building footprint and
back towards McLaughlin Road and Fletcher’s Creek. At the time of the writing of this Report,
discussions had been ongoing with the CVC on how to appropriately manage the existing water
9
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flows exiting the McLaughlin Road bridge, over and onto the subject property and an appropriate
diversion method. The revised Floodline limit is discussed further in this Report and in the
Environmental Impact Statement, Flood Study Update and Functional Servicing Report included
in the application submission package.
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3.0

TRANSPORTATION AND SERVICES

The following section describes the subject property’s location within the transportation network
as well as the amenities and facilities available to service future residents of the proposed
development.

3.1

Transit and Connectivity

McLaughlin Road is designated “Major Collector” by the City of Mississauga. As such, the subject
property is within walking distance of bus transit service, approximately 60 metres from a bus stop
(Route No. 66) at McLaughlin and Navigator Drive and approximately 370 metres from a bus stop
(Route No. 57) located at McLaughlin Road and Courtney Park Drive West.
Bus routes No. 57 and 66 off the following service (refer to Figure 3 – Transportation and Services
and Figure 4: Mi-Way Transit Service Map):
•

The 57 Courtney Park Bus Route generally operates from Monday to Friday traveling
in an east west direction. The route provides a connection from Meadowvale Town
Centre to the Islington Subway Station in Toronto. Furthermore, the 57 provides
connections east to the future Hurontario LRT line which stops at Hurontario Street
and Courtney Park Drive, east of the subject property.

•

The 66 McLaughlin Bus Route generally operates Monday to Sunday traveling in north
south directions. The route provides a connection from Sheridan College to the City
Centre Transit Terminal at Square One, along with other major transit and bus routes.

A connection to Fletcher’s Creek Trail can be accessed through a pedestrian foot path from
Spinnaker Circle at White Willow Park (approximately 5-minute walk to the trail entrance, 400
metres). Furthermore, Fletcher’s Creek trail provides a multi-use trail located northwest of the
subject property connected to the entrance of White Willow Common Park to support recreation
and connectivity between the natural and built environment.
The area is planned for additional active transportation infrastructure through increased bicycle
lanes. The City of Mississauga has identified Long Term Cycling Routes along Courtney Park
Drive, McLaughlin Road and Derry Road East to support increased connectivity in the community
and to encourage active travel.

3.2

Facilities, Services and Recreation

The summary below provides a list of facilities, services, institutional and recreational
opportunities/centres within an approximate one-kilometre radius from the subject property. With
the subject property situated within the Meadowvale Village Neighbourhood, it is serviced by
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transit and has access to a variety of public and private amenities that are also within walking
distance for residents (refer to Figure 3: Transportation and Services Map).
Table 1- Facilities, Service and Recreation
Parks & Recreation
Courtney park Athletic Field
Scott’s Brae Park
Fletcher’s Flats
Fletcher’s Creek Trail
White Willow Common Park
Other Commercial
Existing Warehouse Businesses
Library
Courtney Park Library

Schools
Mississauga Secondary School
St. Marcellinus Secondary School
St. Veronica Elementary School
Le Flambeau Elementary School
Institutional
TD Bank
Mississauga Fire Station No. 121
Mobility
Various Bus Stops
Various Bike Lanes
Trail System

As shown in Table 1 – Facilities, Services and Recreation and the Facilities, Service and Recreation
Map (and refer to Figure 3-Transportation and Services of this Report), the subject property is located
within a vibrant area of the City with access to numerous facilities, services and recreational
opportunities that support the surrounding residential areas contribute to a complete community.
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4.0

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

4.1

Proposed Development Summary

City Park (Mclaughlin) Inc. is proposing to redevelop the subject property with five (5) single
detached residential dwellings with frontage on Spinnaker Circle and a six (6) storey residential
condominium building containing 121 units with frontage on McLaughlin Road. Further details on
both components of the proposed development are provided below.
4.1.1

Single Detached Dwellings

Proposed residential Lots 1-5 will occupy a total site area of approximately 1,736.7 m² (18,693.7 ft²)
on the subject property’s west side frontage with Spinnaker Circle, with each lot approximately 347
m² (3725 ft²) in size. The houses are 10.4 metres (34.1 feet) in height and feature a prairie school
building architectural style with a peaked roof. Individual driveway access with accommodation for
two cars will be provided for each home. Front porches with approximately four (4) risers provide
covered front-door access to the dwellings. The proposed building envelope of each residential lot
will include a front yard setback of 4.50 metres and a rear yard setback of 7.50 metres. Side yard
setbacks vary slightly depending on the lot and range from 0.60 metres to 1.50 metres. Where a 1.5
metre interior side yard setback exists, between Lots 2 and 3, a sanitary easement will be located to
service the proposed condominium building.
Garbage collection will be facilitated by curb side waste collection from each respective property
from Spinnaker Circle.
Proposed Residential Lots 1-5 Development Statistics
Number of Residential Lots
5
Minimum Lot Area
347.34 m²
Building Height
10.41 m (34.15 feet)
Parking Spaces
2
Minimum Lot Frontage
12.0 metres (39.4 feet)
Number of Residential Lots
5
Proposed Lot 1 Area
347.34 m² (3735.08 ft2)
Proposed Lot 2 Area
347.34 m² (3735.08 ft2)
Proposed Lot 3 Area
347.34 m² (3735.08 ft2)
Proposed Lot 4 Area
347.34m² (3735.08 ft2)
Proposed Lot 5 Area
347.34 m² (3735.08 ft2)
Table 2: Single Detached Statistics
4.1.2

Condominium Building

The proposed six (6) storey residential condominium building contains one hundred and twenty- one
(121) units comprised of a mix of studio, one (1) bedroom, two (2) bedroom units. Units range in
size from 38 m² (416 ft²) to 96m² (1035 ft²) and each unit contains a private terrace. Twelve units
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will be priced below the City’s minimum affordability threshold of $420,000.00 including seven (7)
studio units and five (5) one bedroom units.
The condominium is sited nearest Fletcher’s Creek and furthest from the existing residential houses
on Navigator Drive (See Graphic 1 below). Access to the building’s service and loading areas and
underground parking is provided from the full moves driveway located nearest the subject property’s
southern lot line. Parking for residents and visitors is provided in two levels of underground parking
and is provided from McLaughlin. The parking garage is partially below grade to allow for access
from McLaughlin Road and to internalize loading and waste collection. The property’s grade nearest
the west side sees the garage fully underground. As a result, the building’s main entrance is on the
same level as the first parking floor. Bicycle storage lockers are also provided underground. The
proposed condominium building will have a Gross Floor Area of 8,571.14 m² (92,257 ft²). A
summary of the condominium building’s development statistics is provided below:
Site Statistics
Condominium Block Area
Conservation Landscape Block
Net Developable Lot Area
Proposed Development
Gross Floor Area
Height (Storeys)
Total Units
FSI
Density
Landscape Area
Lot Coverage
Condominium Unit Breakdown
Studio
One (1) bedroom
Two (2) bedroom
Two (2) bedroom (buried)
Amenity Area
Total Amenity Area
Amenity Area provided outside
Amenity Area provided indoor
Combined Amenity per unit
Total Landscaped Area
Proposed Parking
Total Parking
Residential Parking Spaces
Visitor Parking Spaces
Accessible Parking Spaces
Bicycle Parking Spaces

4059 m² (43690.7 ft²)
37m² (398.3 ft²)
4105.81 m² (44,194.6 ft²)
8612 m² (92,699 ft²)
21.0 metres (6 storeys) without the mechanical
penthouse. Including is 25.5 metres
121 units
2.10
295 units per hectare (119.6 units per acre)
2,176.8 m² (23,430.9 ft²)
1,715.6 m (18,466.6ft²) – 41.78%
7
14
22
78
257.04 m² (2776.8 ft²)
187.67 m² (2020.1 ft²)
69.37 m² (746.7 ft²)
2.12 m²/ unit (23.0 ft²)
2113.01m² (51.47%)
148
121
27
2
18
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Table 3: Condominium Statistics

Graphic 1: Proposed Site Plan
Access/Drop-off Areas:
Vehicular and service access to the proposed development is provided from McLaughlin Road by a
full moves driveway/access located at the southernmost portion of the subject property. Access to
the underground parking ramp, visitor drop-off and loading areas are consolidated at this entrance
point and on the building’s southeast corner. Service vehicles can park and conduct a 3-point turn to
leave the drop-off area.
Pedestrian Access
A 2.6 metre wide multi-use walkway provides pedestrian access from the existing sidewalk located
on McLaughlin Road. An accessible pathway adjacent to the sidewalk provides accessible access
from the sidewalk to the building’s entrance.
Parking:
The proposed development includes one level of partially below grade and one full level of
underground parking with a total of 148 residential parking spaces, which equates to approximately
1 parking space per unit. For visitor parking the proposed development provides twenty-seven (27)
15
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parking spaces all located below grade. Two (2) visitor parking spaces are barrier free and two (2)
residential parking spaces are located directly adjacent to the elevator. The twenty-seven (27) visitor
parking spaces provide a visitor parking ratio of 0.15 spaces per unit. In addition, the proposal
includes a storage room on both parking levels and 108 lockers, which could be used for bicycle
parking located below grade on the parking level. Temporary visitor parking racks are located
nearest the condominium building’s entrance. Combined, the proposed residential and visitor
parking ratio per unit is 1.15 spaces.
Amenity Areas
The proposed development provides a total amenity area of 257.04 m² (2776.8 ft²) in addition to the
private amenity space provided through terraces. Of the total amenity area, 187.67 m² (2020.1 ft²) is
provided in a Common Amenity Area located outdoors at the south side of the building and on the
roof of the parking garage. The remaining 69.37 m² (746.7 ft²) located indoors and on the sixth floor
nearest the elevators.
Architecture
The buildings architectural style is best described as “South Western”, adapted from the
modernization of the Prairie School Buildings found in the mid and south western United States.
Although the original Prairie buildings were horizontal (low and long) the elements that
distinguished them have been applied to more conventional massing in an effort to emphasize the
horizontal. With this building, roof overhangs, projecting balconies and the horizontal banding of
material accomplish this. The asymmetric placement of the elevators and lobbies creates a strong
vertical element which emphasizes the front entrance without disturbing the rest of the of the
elevation.
The proposed condominium building incorporates a variety of building materials to recreate the
naturalized appearance to resemble the ‘South Western’ style Prairie Building façade. The brick will
not be of the same proportions or exact colour. The base of the condominium structure is constructed
to appear as stone, however, is a concrete product, with glazing over the fenestration. The first three
floors are designed with brick and fixed glazing on windows and metal paneling to support the
private terraces. Floors four through six are designed with metal, designed to appear as wood panels
with a wood grain photographically imprinted. The balcony faces and roof overhangs are not wood
but prefinished metal. The building height is 20.8 metres (68 feet), however, with the mechanical
penthouse the building is 25.5 metres (83.7 feet) tall. The style of this building can be summed up
as the mixture of traditional design ideas, current technology and contextual restraints which govern
its form (See Graphic 2 below).
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Graphic 2: Proposed Six-Storey Condominium Building
The windows of the building are arranged in the façade to create a gridded pattern. Larger windows
are placed at the elevators for emphasis and as a nod to the larger windows of the Prairie buildings.
Terraces are provided for each unit, giving residents private amenity space to bring the natural area
of Fletcher’s Creek into their private living space and or enjoy the outdoor view.
Stepping is located on the west side of the building from the third through sixth storeys provides
skyview corridors for the proposed homes on Spinnaker Crescent. The landscaped amenity area
above the parking garage entrance separates the existing single detached dwellings from the
building’s south wall face.
The angular plane exercise has been applied to the proposed development to demonstrate how the
future low-rise residential dwellings will interface with the proposed six-storey condominium
building. The proposed condominium building applies a minimum 6.13 metre setback (20.1 feet) for
the first three storeys. A minimum 11.90 metre (39 feet) setback for the fourth and fifth storeys and
a minimum of 18.44 metre (60.5 feet) setback for the sixth storey. The proposed development
achieves an angular plane generally consistent with a 45-degree angular plane to the existing homes
to the south and proposed homes to the west, save for a minor intrusion through a small portion of
the 4th and 5th floors (see Graphic 3 & 4 below).
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Graphic 3: 45’ Angular Plane Applied From Proposed Homes on Spinnaker Circle

Graphic 4: 45’ and 60’ Angular Plane from Navigator Drive, Existing Houses
Garbage/ Services
Garbage collection and loading will be from the main shared access from McLaughlin Road. The
single driveway is designed to facilitate emergency and municipal waste collection services via a 3point turn after was is collected under the canopy and building above where it is screened entirely
from view. The Waste Management Plan prepared by NextTran and included in the Traffic Impact
Study demonstrates how the Region’s required turning movements can be facilitated.
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5.0 POLICY CONTEXT AND ANALYSIS
As required by Sections 2 and 3 of the Planning Act, the following section demonstrates the
proposed development’s consistency with the Provincial Policy Statement (2020), conformity with
the Places to Grow: Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2019), the Region of Peel
Official Plan (2016) and demonstrates how the proposed Amendment’s will bring the City of
Mississauga Official Plan (2018) and the City of Mississauga Zoning By-law 0225-2007 into
conformity with Provincial planning policy and how the proposed development will achieve good
planning and contribute to the creation of complete communities.

5.1

PROVINCIAL POLICY STATEMENT (2020)

Section 3 of the Planning Act requires that planning authorities “shall be consistent” with the
Provincial Policy Statement (the “PPS”) when exercising any authority that affects a planning
matter.
On February 28, 2020, the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing released the Provincial Policy
Statement, 2020. It has come into effect as of May 1, 2020. All decisions on or after that date under
the Planning Act, or that affect a planning matter will be required to be consistent with the new PPS.
As such, the proposed development applications have been reviewed under the policies contained in
the PPS 2020.
The Provincial Policy Statement, 2020, states that Ontario’s long-term prosperity depends on a
coordinated approach for wisely managing change and promoting efficient development patterns
that result in strong, healthy and complete communities. This is achieved by balancing
environmental protection, public health, and safety while creating economically sustainable built
environments (Section 1.0) In this regard, the PPS provides for a high-level policy foundation that
promotes and enhances the concept of a complete community.
The PPS promotes efficient development patterns by directing growth to settlement areas and
discouraging unnecessary and inefficient expansion of these areas. It does so by encouraging the
effective use of existing and planned infrastructure and by accommodating a mix of land uses.
With respect to complete community development, the PPS provides the following policies:
“1.1.1

Healthy, liveable and safe communities are sustained by:
a) promoting efficient development and land use patterns which sustain the
financial well-being of the Province and municipalities over the long term;
b) accommodating an appropriate affordable and market-based range and
mix of residential types (including single-detached, additional residential
units, multi-unit housing, affordable housing and housing for older persons),
employment (including industrial and commercial), institutional (including
places of worship, cemeteries and long-term care homes), recreation, park
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and open space, and other uses to meet long-term needs;
c) development and land use patterns which may cause environmental or
public health and safety concerns;
d) avoiding development and land use patterns that would prevent the
efficient expansion of settlement areas in those areas which are adjacent or
close to settlement areas;
e) promoting the integration of land use planning, growth management,
transit-supportive development, intensification and infrastructure planning to
achieve cost-effective development patterns, optimization of transit
investments, and standards to minimize land consumption and servicing
costs;
f) improving accessibility for persons with disabilities and older persons by
addressing land use barriers which restrict their full participation in society;
g) ensuring that necessary infrastructure, and public service facilities are or
will be available to meet current and projected needs;
h) promoting development and land use patterns that conserve biodiversity
i) preparing for the regional and local impacts of a changing climate;”
The proposed development is an efficient design for development within a Settlement Area
identified for growth by the Growth Plan. The proposed development consists of approximately five
(5) single detached residential lots (Lot 1-5) and 121 condominium units containing studio, one (1)
bedroom, a variety of two (2) bedroom units and eighteen (18) barrier free units. Affordable housing
will be accommodated by providing ownership units priced according to the City’s medium income
threshold of $420,000.00. Affordable units will be priced below $420,000.00 and be comprised of
seven (7) studio units and five (5) one-bedroom units. Studio units can accommodate singles while
one- and two-bedroom units can accommodate young couples and older residents choosing to age
in place. The proposed single detached units can accommodate young families looking to upsize
while relating to the existing built form on Spinnaker Circle. The proposed mix of housing sizes,
housing types and unit options will create and add to an existing diverse housing stock within the
Meadowvale Village neighbourhood.
The limit of development nearest Fletcher’s Creek is informed by the recommendations of the
Environmental Impact Statement, Flood Study Analysis and Functional Servicing and Stormwater
Management Reports and will be established though consultation with the Credit Valley
Conservation Authority. The proposal includes a 5 metre (16.4 feet) landscape conservation block
along the northern limit of the subject property to maintain a naturalized area and to minimize public
health and safety concerns adjacent to Fletcher’s Creek. A planting plan and restoration plan are
proposed to improve the adjacent Fletcher’s Creek valley nearby and to create contiguity with the
proposed development. Water quality engineering techniques control storm flows over the subject
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property through the green roof and internal storm water quality control system before the water
enters the Fletcher’s Creek tributary. A proposed bioswale is to be located at the outlet to Fletcher’s
Creek for quality control. Therefore, the condominium building has been designed to utilize existing
infrastructure and services that will promote a cost-effective development pattern and use LID
engineering techniques.
The proposed development minimizes land consumption through providing sensitive intensification
to an underutilized parcel within an existing neighbourhood and along a Major Collector Road in
the City of Mississauga. The subject property is on the 66 McLaughlin bus route and the 57 Courtney
Park bus route and is in close proximity to a variety of public transit hubs and connection points (See
Figure 4) which provide regular access to major landmarks and destinations throughout the City that
will support transit investments and cost-effective development patterns. The subject property is
well-serviced by a variety of public services and community amenities to support future residents
(See Section 3.2 Facilities, Services and Recreation of this Report). Throughout the planning and
design process, consideration for the efficient use of land and transit supportive development,
provision of a range of residential unit types, accessibility and environmental stewardship were
incorporated into the proposed development. The proposed Amendments are therefore consistent
with Policy 1.1.1 of the PPS.
In accordance with Policy 1.1.3.1, Settlement Areas shall be the focus of growth and development.
Specifically, Policy 1.1.3.2 includes the following

“1.1.3.2

Land use patterns within settlement areas shall be based on:
a) densities and a mix of land uses which:
a) efficiently use land and resources;
b) are appropriate for, and efficiently use, the infrastructure and public
service facilities which are planned or available, and avoid the need
for their unjustified and/or uneconomical expansion;
c) minimize negative impacts to air quality and climate change, and
promote energy efficiency;
d) prepare for the impacts of a changing climate;
e) support active transportation;
f) are transit-supportive, where transit is planned, exists or may be
developed; and
g) are freight supportive.
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Land use patterns within settlement areas shall also be based on a range of
uses and opportunities for intensification and redevelopment in accordance
with the criteria in policy 1.1.3.3 where this can be accommodated.”
The proposed development will support active transportation and public transit as a result of the
subject property’s proximity to existing bus stops, transportation hubs, walkways, bike lanes and the
trail system which creates opportunities for the use of alternative modes of transportation, potentially
reducing greenhouse gas emissions (refer to Section 3.1 Transit and Connectivity of this Report).
Therefore, the proposed Amendments are consistent with Policy 1.1.3.2 of the PPS.
In addition, Policies 1.1.3.3 and 1.1.3.4 provide criteria for identifying locations for intensification:
“1.1.3.3

Planning authorities shall identify appropriate locations and promote
opportunities for transit-supportive development, accommodating a
significant supply and range of housing options
through intensification and redevelopment where this can be accommodated
taking into account existing building stock or areas, including brownfield
sites, and the availability of suitable existing or
planned infrastructure and public service facilities required to accommodate
projected needs.

1.1.3.4

Appropriate development standards should be promoted which facilitate
intensification, redevelopment and compact form, while avoiding or
mitigating risks to public health and safety.”

The subject property is ideally located to provide for transit supportive development. Existing public
transit routes along McLaughlin Road and Courtney Park Drive provide regular public transit
service, along with the existing multi-use trail to Fletcher’s Creek accessible via Spinnaker Circle.
Various community amenities such as Courtney Park Athletic Fields, Courtney Park Library and
various elementary and secondary schools support the existing and future residential density in the
area. The Credit Valley Hospital is located south of the subject property on Erin Mills Road. As
such, the subject property is ideally situated for intensification and is located within an area that can
accommodate residents in all stages of life and abilities. For example, the large number of schools
and open spaces, transit and commercial options are ideal for young families, individuals and
residents aging in place.
The proposed development represents a compact built form that considers both public health and
safety by providing the opportunity for future residents to use the available surrounding services that
promote good health and living. By providing for transit supportive development, opportunities for
reduced automobile emissions and congestion exist. Appropriate development standards will be
applied which provide a sufficient setback from Fletcher’s Creek to mitigate risks to public health
and safety and to enhance this natural rea. Based on the above analysis, the proposed development
is consistent with the intensification Policies 1.1.3.3 and 1.1.3.4 of the PPS.
Policy 1.1.3.6 of the PPS provides direction for new development occurring in designated growth
areas:
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“1.1.3.6

New development taking place in designated growth areas should occur
adjacent to the existing built-up area and should have a compact form, mix
of uses and densities that allow for the efficient use of land, infrastructure
and public service facilities.”

The subject property is located within the built-up area and is surrounded by existing built-up lowdensity homes and natural areas. In addition, the proposed development will enable an efficient use
of an underutilized parcel of land, that will utilize existing infrastructure and public services in the
area while providing a compact built suitable to the surrounding existing neighbourhood. The
proposed Amendments are consistent with Policy 1.1.3.6 of the PPS.
The PPS states that healthy, livable and safe communities are sustained by accommodating a mix of
residential housing types and uses that contribute to the stability and affordability of housing. Policy
1.4 of the PPS provides the policy for the provision of housing in the Province:
“1.4.1

To provide for an appropriate range and mix of housing types and densities
required to meet projected requirements of current and future residents of
the regional market area, planning authorities shall:
a) maintain at all times the ability to accommodate residential growth for
a minimum of 15 years through residential intensification and
redevelopment and, if necessary, lands which are designated and
available for residential development; and
b) maintain at all times where new development is to occur, land with
servicing capacity sufficient to provide at least a three-year supply of
residential units available through lands suitably zoned to facilitate
residential intensification and redevelopment, and land in draft approved
registered plans.”

The subject property has frontage on a Major Collector Road and is designated for residential
development by the municipal Official Plan. The proposed development will contribute to achieving
Provincial growth targets to meet the housing needs of a growing population searching for and
seeking a variety of housing types. As per the Functional Servicing Report and Stormwater
Management Report prepared by Skira & Associates Ltd., the proposed development will utilize
existing sanitary services on Spinnaker Circle and water drainage will be managed to predevelopment conditions and quality controlled. The proposed Amendments are therefore consistent
with Policy 1.4.1 of the PPS.
Section 1.4.3 of the PPS encourages the provision of a variety of housing types through residential
intensification and redevelopment in locations where existing and planned infrastructure, including
transit where it can be utilized efficiently:
“1.4.3

Planning authorities shall provide for an appropriate range and mix of
housing options and densities to meet projected market-based and affordable
housing needs of current and future residents of the regional market area by:
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a) establishing and implementing minimum targets for the provision of
housing which is affordable to low and moderate income households and
which aligns with applicable housing and homelessness plans. However,
where planning is conducted by an upper-tier municipality, the upper-tier
municipality in consultation with the lower-tier municipalities may identify a
higher target(s) which shall represent the minimum target(s) for these lowertier municipalities;
b) permitting and facilitating:
1. all housing options required to meet the social, health, economic
and well-being requirements of current and future residents, including
special needs requirements; and needs arising from demographic
changes and employment opportunities; and
2. all types of residential intensification, including additional
residential units, and redevelopment in accordance with policy
1.1.3.3;
c) directing the development of new housing towards locations where
appropriate levels of infrastructure and public service facilities are or will be
available to support current and projected needs;
d) promoting densities for new housing which efficiently use land, resources,
infrastructure and public service facilities, and support the use of active
transportation and transit in areas where it exists or is to be developed; and
e) require transit- supportive development and prioritizing intensification,
including potential air rights development, in proximity to transit, including
corridors and stations
f) establishing development standards for residential intensification,
redevelopment and new residential development which minimize the cost of
housing and facilitate compact form, while maintaining appropriate levels of
public health and safety.”
The proposed development provides for residential intensification and will contribute to the range
and mix of housing and affordable housing options. The proposed single residential lots and unit
mix of studio, one (1) bedroom and a variety of two (2) bedroom units will contribute to all types of
residential intensification to meet the needs of current and future residents. In addition, the proposed
development includes twelve (12) affordable units which conforms to the City of Mississauga
market area threshold of providing housing at or below $420,000.00 for low to moderate income
households. Furthermore, the proposed development will efficiently utilize existing infrastructure,
land and nearby transit opportunities. Opportunities for active transportation include the Fletcher’s
Creek Multi-Use Trail and nearby public transit stops on Courtney Park Drive and McLaughlin
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Road. The availability of these transportation options support compact forms of development and
contribute to complete, healthy communities. Therefore, the proposed Amendments are consistent
with Policy 1.4.3 of the PPS as they will facilitate and contribute to a range of housing options which
will effectively utilize public services and support the use of existing transit.
Policy 1.5 of the PPS contains policies to ensure the creation of healthy, active communities, relevant
policies include:
“1.5.1

Healthy, active communities should be promoted by:
a) planning public streets, spaces and facilities to be safe, meet the needs of
pedestrians, foster social interaction and facilitate active transportation and
community connectivity;
b) planning and providing for a full range and equitable distribution of
publicly-accessible built and natural settings for recreation, including
facilities, parklands, public spaces, open space areas, trails and linkages,
and, where practical, water-based resources;
d) recognizing provincial parks, conservation reserves, and other protected
areas, and minimizing negative impacts on these areas.”

The proposed development contributes to the creation of healthy and active communities by creating
opportunities for people to enjoy an active lifestyle by utilizing the subject property’s location
adjacent to existing sidewalks, walkways, bike lanes and trails. The subject property is adjacent to
the Fletcher’s Creek trail system and natural features and parks, including the White Willow
Common Park and Courtney Park Athletic Fields (Refer to Figure 13: City of Mississauga Official
Plan Schedule 4: Parks & Open Spaces). The proposed development generates recreational
opportunities for future residents near the subject property’s proximity to existing community
services, which can be accessed by active transportation or transit (refer to Section 3.2 Facilities,
Service and Recreation of this Report). A landscaped block is located north of the condominium
building and a designated outdoor amenity space for recreational use is above the parking garage
proposed. Furthermore, rooftop amenity space is proposed to provide recreational space with an
appealing view of the community and adjacent natural area of Fletcher’s Creek. The proposed
Amendments therefore effectively incorporate and are consistent with the healthy community
policies of Policy 1.5 in the PPS.
Policies 1.6.6.1 and 1.6.6.2 promote the efficient use and optimization of sewage and water services
in the Province.
“1.6.6.1

Planning for sewage and water services shall:
a) accommodate forecasted growth in a manner that promotes the efficient
use and optimization of existing:
1. municipal sewage services and municipal water services;
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b) ensure that these systems are provided in a manner that:
1. can be sustained by the water resources upon which such services
rely;
2. prepares for the impacts of a changing climate;
3. is feasible and financially viable over their lifecycle; and
4. protects human health and safety, and the natural environment;
c) promote water conservation and water use efficiency;
d) integrate servicing and land use considerations at all stages of the planning
process; and
1.6.6.2

Municipal sewage services and municipal water services are the preferred
form of servicing for settlement areas to support protection of the
environment and minimize potential risks to human health and safety. Within
settlement areas with existing municipal sewage services and municipal water
services, intensification and redevelopment shall be promoted wherever
feasible to optimize the use of the services.”

The proposed development will accommodate forecasted growth in an efficient manner, optimizing
existing municipal infrastructure to service the subject property. As per the submitted Stormwater
Management Report, the proposed development has been designed to control water flows to
Fletcher’s Creek through water conservation and management in accordance with CVC policy.
Stormwater management techniques have been integrated into the servicing design to mitigate the
100-year flood and restrict 100-year post-development flows of the proposed development to control
site drainage for the single residential lots and proposed six-storey condominium to protect human
health and safety over the long-term. Low impact design on the condominium building will be
implemented through roof controls to restrict rooftop runoff. The remaining portion of the roof will
be designed as a green roof/ walkout patio space to collect runoff and convey it through the
underground garage storm system to a storage/ cooling trench located outside of the building
envelope. Therefore, the proposed Amendments are consistent with the servicing policies identified
in Policy 1.6.6.1 & 1.6.6.2 of the PPS.
Policy 1.6.6.7 promotes efficient stormwater management practices to minimize unnecessary
expansion of infrastructure.
“1.6.6.7

Planning for stormwater management shall:
a) be integrated with planning for sewage and water services and ensure
that systems are optimized, feasible and financially viable over the long
term;
b) minimize, or, where possible, prevent increases in contaminant loads;
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c) minimize erosion and changes in water balance, and prepare for the
impacts of a changing climate through the effective management of
stormwater, including the use of green infrastructure;
d) mitigate risks to human health, safety, property and the environment;
e) maximize the extent and function of vegetative and pervious surfaces; and
f) promote stormwater management best practices, including stormwater
attenuation and re-use, water conservation and efficiency, and low impact
development.”
The proposed development is located within the Fletcher Creek subwatershed, north of the subject
property. As per the submitted Functional Servicing Report the proposed site design has integrated
existing available water and sewage services to optimize the management of stormwater by
controlling runoff from the site and to Fletcher’s Creek. The condominiums sanitary requirements
are redirected towards Spinnaker Circle via an easement between Lots 2 and 3. As such, the proposed
Amendments conform to and are consistent with the stormwater management Policy 1.6.6.7 of the
PPS.
The PPS reiterates the importance of land use patterns, densities and a mix of uses that support transit
and active transportation in Policy 1.6.7 – Transportation Systems:
“1.6.7.1

Transportation systems should be provided which are safe, energy efficient,
facilitate the movement of people and goods, and are appropriate to address
projected needs.

1.6.7.2

Efficient use should be made of existing and planned infrastructure, including
through the use of transportation demand management strategies, where
feasible.

1.6.7.4

A land use pattern, density and mix of uses should be promoted that
minimize the length and number of vehicle trips and support current and
future use of transit and active transportation.”

The proposed development is consistent with Policy 1.6.7 as the development will be serviced using
existing transportation services and will utilize an existing public road. The subject property is
located within walking distance to several bus stops: McLaughlin Road and Navigator Road and
McLaughlin and Courtney Park West, providing connections to major transit terminals and GO
stations (refer to Section 3.1 Transit and Connectivity of this Report).There are also opportunities
for active transportation with Fletcher’s Creek multi-use trail accessible from White Willow
Common Park, located 400 metres west of the subject property. Therefore, the proposed
Amendments will support an efficient transportation system and are consistent with Policy 1.6.7 of
the PPS.
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Policy 1.7 promotes the long-term economic prosperity through the preservation of resources,
redevelopment of lands to enhance the economy.
“1.7.1

Long-term economic prosperity should be supported by:
b) encouraging residential uses to respond to dynamic market-based needs
and provide necessary housing supply and range of housing options for a
diverse workforce;
c) optimizing the long-term availability and use of land, resources,
infrastructure and public service facilities;
e) encouraging a sense of place, by promoting well-designed built form and
cultural planning, and by conserving features that help define character,
including built heritage resources and cultural heritage landscapes;”

The proposed development is consistent with Policy 1.7 through proposing a range of housing
options which will contribute to the overall housing supply in the Province. The proposed
development will optimize an underutilized parcel of residential land in an area with available
servicing capacity and public service facilities (Refer to Section 3.2 Facilities, Services and
Recreation of this Report). The architectural drawings by FBP Architects Inc. proposes a built form
which supports the nearby natural feature of Fletcher’s Creek and helps emphasize the defining
character of the subject property and its natural landscape. Therefore, the proposed development is
consistent with Policy 1.7 of the PPS.
Policy 2.1 provides direction to protect the Natural Heritage System and the ecological function of
key features. The subject property is located adjacent to the “Core Greenlands” System as identified
by the Region of Peel (See Figure 7: Core Areas of the Greenlands System in Peel: Schedule A). As
per the submitted Environmental Impact Statement prepared by Beacon Environmental the report
concludes the proposed development will have no adverse impact on the adjacent environmental
feature of Fletcher’s Creek. Therefore, the proposed Amendments conform to Policy 2.1 of the PPS.
Policy 3.1 promotes the long-term protection of Natural Hazards including directing development
outside of hazardous lands adjacent to natural features such as rivers or streams which are impacted
by flooding. The subject property is located within a regulated area due to the close proximity to
Fletchers Creek valley and associated floodplain. As per the submitted Environmental Impact
Statement, the proposed site design has positioned the proposed single residential lots and
condominium building outside of the natural hazard lands to accommodate the Fletcher’s Creek
Floodplain. Furthermore, the proposed landscape conservation block of 5 metres will support the
adjacent environmental functions of Fletcher’s Creek through a diversified landscaped area
incorporating a variety of deciduous and coniferous shrubs and trees. Therefore, the proposed
Amendments are consistent with Policy 3.1 of the PPS.
The proposed development conforms to the above noted policies as it promotes the creation of
livable complete communities, represents and efficient use of land and contributes to a mix of
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housing options within a built-up area. We have reviewed all policies of the PPS and can confirm
the proposed Amendments are consistent with the relevant policies of the PPS.
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5.2

THE GROWTH PLAN FOR THE GREATER GOLDEN HORSESHOE
(2019)

The Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (the “Growth Plan”) came into effect in May of
2019, replacing the 2017 Growth Plan. Under the Planning Act, all planning decisions with respect
to land use shall conform to the Growth Plan. The Growth Plan is intended to be a framework for
implementing the Province’s vision for supporting strong prosperous communities through
managing growth in the Region through 2041. The 2019 Growth Plan builds from the progress of
the former plan and provides stronger policies regarding the importance of optimizing the use of
land and infrastructure as well as the achievement of complete communities.
The subject property is located within an identified “Built-up Area”, being the City of Mississauga.
Intensification is encouraged within Built-up Areas where infrastructure and public service facilities
are available, so long as appropriate land use compatibility and transition of built forms is achieved.
Section 1.2 of the Growth Plan provides overarching policy guidance with respect to complete
communities, a range and mix of housing and the protection of natural heritage features and systems:
“1.2.1


Support the achievement of complete communities that are designed to
support healthy and active living and meet people’s needs for daily living
throughout an entire lifetime.



Support a range and mix of housing options, including second units and
affordable housing, to serve all sizes, incomes, and ages of households.



Protect and enhance natural heritage, hydrologic, and landform systems,
features, and functions.”

The proposed development will contribute to complete communities by providing a range and mix
of housing by incorporating a condominium tenure that is uncommon in the immediate area and by
contributing to the existing building for by including five single detached dwellings. Twelve (12)
affordable housing units will be provided to allow existing and new Meadowvale Village residents
to age in place, commute or raise families near an established neighbourhood. The parking garage
is strategically located to provide for separation between the existing single detached dwellings to
the south and appropriate transition to the upper floors of the six-storey building. The loading area
is located internal to the proposed condominium structure, supporting the compact building design.
The Flood Study was prepared to evaluate the floodplain mapping of Fletcher’s Creek. The
Environmental Impact Study (EIS) was prepared to identify any significant natural heritage
resources and functions and identify any environmental constraints related to the proposed
development. The Flood Study and the EIS concluded the proposed development will not have
adverse impacts on the any significant natural heritage features or ecological functions associated
with the NHS. The submitted Arborist Report incorporates a planting plan of native plant species to
protect Fletcher’s Creek and contribute to the natural area into and on the subject property. As such,
the proposed development conforms with Policy 1.2.1 of the Growth Plan.
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Section 2.2.1 - Managing Growth includes polices that apply to the proposed Amendments:
“2.2.1.2

Forecasted growth to the horizon of this Plan will be allocated based on
the following:
a) the vast majority of growth will be directed to settlement areas that:
i. have a delineated built boundary;
ii. have existing or planned municipal water and
wastewater systems; and
iii. can support the achievement of complete communities;
b) growth will be limited in settlement areas that:
i. are rural settlements;
ii. are not serviced by existing or planned municipal water
and wastewater systems; or
iii. are in the Greenbelt Area;
c) within settlement areas, growth will be focused in:
i. delineated built-up areas;
iii. locations with existing or planned transit, with a priority on higher
order transit where it exists or is planned;
iv. areas with existing or planned public service facilities; and
e) development will be generally directed away from hazardous lands;”

The subject property is located within the “Built-up Area” and a “Urban System” and is serviced by
existing municipal infrastructure (Refer to Figure 5- Peel Region Official Plan Schedule ‘D’ and
Figure 6- Peel Region Official Plan Schedule ‘D4’). The proposed development supports the
achievement of complete communities by providing convenient access to public service facilities to
meet the daily needs of residents of all ages (refer to Section 3.2 Facilities, Services and Recreation
of this Report). In addition, the subject property is located near existing transit routes that connect to
higher order public transit such as GO Stations (refer to Section 3.1 Transit and Connectivity of this
Report). The proposed Hurontario Light Rail Transit (LRT) system includes a planned stop to be
located at Courtney Park Drive and Hurontario Street, approximately 1.8 kilometers east of the
subject property. Access to the LRT stop is supported by pedestrian sidewalks on Courtney Park
Drive and existing public transit routes (Route No. 57 Courtney Park).
In addition, the proposed development is located adjacent to lands designated “Core Areas of the
Greenlands System” (Refer to Figure 7- Peel Official Plan Schedule ‘A’). The subject property is
also located within a Credit Valley Conservation Regulation area. A landscape conservation block
of 5.0 metres (16.4 feet) has been included to ensure development is directed away from Fletcher’s
Creek and the hazardous lands and that a transition to the building is ensured. The proposed
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Amendments conform to the policies regarding the management of growth contained in Policy
2.2.1(2) of the Growth Plan.
With respect to the establishment of complete communities, Policy 2.2.1 (4) Managing Growth
provides that:
“2.2.1.4.

Applying the policies of this Plan will support the achievement of complete
communities that:
a) feature a diverse mix of land uses, including residential and employment
uses, and convenient access to local stores, services, and public service
facilities;
b) improve social equity and overall quality of life, including human health,
for people of all ages, abilities, and incomes;
c)provide a diverse range and mix of housing options, including second units
and affordable housing, to accommodate people at all stages of life, and to
accommodate the needs of all household sizes and incomes;
d) expand convenient access to:
i. a range of transportation options, including options for the safe,
comfortable and convenient use of active transportation;
ii. public service facilities, co-located and integrated in
community hubs;
iii. an appropriate supply of safe, publicly-accessible open spaces,
parks, trails, and other recreational facilities; and
iv. healthy, local, and affordable food options, including through
urban agriculture;
e) provide for a more compact built form and a vibrant public realm,
including public open spaces;
f) mitigate and adapt to climate change impacts, improve resilience and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and contribute to environmental
sustainability; and
g) integrate green infrastructure and appropriate low impact development.”

The proposed Amendments will facilitate the development of a compact condominium building in
an area that has access to a variety of services, retail and public facilities. The proposed development
will contribute to the range of housing options required by the Growth Plan by introducing
condominium units which are more affordable than traditional forms of housing in a neighbourhood
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with a large amount of public space and community amenities. The unit mix of studios, one (1)
bedroom, a variety of two (2) bedroom units and eighteen (18) accessible suites, with the option for
full barrier free units will accommodate people at all stages of life. Twelve (12) affordable units will
be provided to accommodate the needs of various household incomes. In addition, the subject
property is located within the Meadowvale Village Neighbourhood, and has convenient access to a
range of transportation options which will facilitate opportunities for sustainable modes of
transportation (Refer to Section 3.1 Transit and Connectivity of this Report). As noted above, the
proposed Amendments conform with the complete communities policies of Policy 2.2.1 (4) of the
Growth Plan.
Section 2.2.2 Delineated Built-up Areas, establishes the required target for development within
delineated built-up areas:
“2.2.2.1

By the time the next municipal comprehensive review is approved and in
effect, and for each year thereafter, the applicable minimum intensification
target is as follows:
a) A minimum of 50 per cent of all residential development occurring
annually within each of the Cities of Barrie, Brantford, Guelph, Hamilton,
Orillia and Peterborough and the Regions of Durham, Halton, Niagara,
Peel, Waterloo and York will be within the delineated built-up area; and

2.2.2.2

Until the next municipal comprehensive review is approved and in effect,
the annual minimum intensification target contained in the applicable
upper- or single-tier official plan that is approved and in effect as of July 1,
2017 will continue to apply.”

The proposed development will assist the City in reaching the minimum target of 50% of residential
development occurring within a delineated Built-up Area, by intensifying an existing property within
the Built-up Area. The proposed Amendments conform with Policy 2.2.2 of the Growth Plan.
Section 2.2.6 Housing provides policy direction for both upper and lower-tier municipalities in
regard to growth targets and the creation of a diverse housing mix. Relevant polices within Section
2.2.6 Housing include the following:
“2.2.6.1

Upper- and single-tier municipalities, in consultation with lower-tier
municipalities, the Province, and other appropriate stakeholders, will:
a) support housing choice through the achievement of the minimum
intensification and density targets in this Plan, as well as the other policies
of this Plan by:
i. identifying a diverse range and mix of housing options and
densities, including second units and affordable housing to meet
projected needs of current and future residents; and
ii. establishing targets for affordable ownership housing and rental
housing;
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b) identify mechanisms, including the use of land use planning and
financial tools, to support the implementation of policy 2.2.6.1 a);
c) align land use planning with applicable housing and homelessness plans
required under the Housing Services Act, 2011; and
d) implement policy 2.2.6.1 a), b) and c) through official plan policies and
designations and zoning by-laws.
2.2.6.2

Notwithstanding policy 1.4.1 of the PPS, 2014, in implementing policy
2.2.6.1, municipalities will support the achievement of complete
communities by:
a) planning to accommodate forecasted growth to the horizon of this Plan;
b) planning to achieve the minimum intensification and density targets in
this Plan;
c) considering the range and mix of housing options and densities of the
existing housing stock; and
d) planning to diversify their overall housing stock across the
municipality.

2.2.6.3

To support the achievement of complete communities, municipalities will
consider the use of available tools to require that multi-unit residential
developments incorporate a mix of unit sizes to accommodate a diverse
range of household sizes and incomes.

2.2.6.4

Municipalities will maintain at all times where development is to occur,
land with servicing capacity sufficient to provide at least a three-year supply
of residential units. This supply will include, and may exclusively consist of,
lands suitably zoned for intensification and redevelopment.”

The proposed Amendments conform with the polices contained in Section 2.2.6 Housing of through
proposing a residential development which supports the City in reaching their density targets and
which will provide a range of housing options. The proposed development will also enable the
creation of complete communities through five single residential detached lots and a mixture of
condominium unit sizes to support a diverse range of lifestyles. The condominium building will
include a mix of studios, one (1) bedroom, a variety of two (2) bedroom units, eighteen (18) barrier
free units and twelve (12) affordable units to meet the needs of varying household sizes and incomes.
In addition, the proposed Amendments conforms by proposing to intensify an underutilized parcel
with existing servicing capacity, further increasing the supply of residential units. The proposed
Amendments therefore conform with the housing polices contained in Section 2.2.6 of the Growth
Plan.
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Sections 3.2.6 and 3.2.7 of the Growth Plan contain policies on Water and Wastewater Systems and
related to stormwater management, respectively, as it relates to future planned residential growth:
“3.2.6.2.

Municipal water and wastewater systems and private communal water and
wastewater systems will be planned, designed, constructed, or expanded in
accordance with the following:
a) opportunities for optimization and improved efficiency within existing
systems will be prioritized and supported by strategies for energy and water
conservation and water demand management;
b) the system will serve growth in a manner that supports achievement of
the minimum intensification and density targets in this Plan;

3.2.7 1.

Municipalities will develop stormwater master plans or equivalent for
serviced settlement areas that:
a) are informed by watershed planning or equivalent;
b) protect the quality and quantity of water by assessing existing stormwater
facilities and systems;
c) characterize existing environmental conditions;
d) examine the cumulative environmental impacts of stormwater from existing
and planned development, including an assessment of how extreme weather
events will exacerbate these impacts and the identification of appropriate
adaptation strategies;
e) incorporate appropriate low impact development and green infrastructure;
f) identify the need for stormwater retrofits, where appropriate;”

As previously stated in this Report, existing water and wastewater systems are available and have
capacity to support this development and accordingly represents and efficient use of land to utilize
existing services. As per the submitted Functional Servicing and Stormwater Management Report,
Quantity control onsite stormwater management will be provided to restrict 100-yr postdevelopment flows of proposed development to 2-yr pre-development levels at 0.25 runoff
coefficient to the Fletcher’s Creek. Maximum required storage volumes for the site were arrived
using Modified Rational Method the subject property and utilized to control water before it is
released.
LID measures that promote infiltration to the groundwater will be incorporated through the proposed
development where possible. A green roof landscape area assists with drainage before it enters the
stormwater system. In addition, a bioswale located at the outfall near Fletcher’s Creek will assist
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with quality control. Therefore, the proposed Amendments conform and are consistent with Policy
3.2.6.2 and 3.2.71 of the Growth Plan.
Policy 4.2.1 Water Resource Systems provides direction on the preservation and enhancement of the
quality and quantity of water within a watershed.
“4.2.1 3.

Watershed planning or equivalent will inform:
a) the identification of water resource systems;
b) the protection, enhancement, or restoration of the quality and quantity of
water;
c)decisions on allocation of growth; and
d) planning for water, wastewater, and stormwater infrastructure”

The subject property is located within the Fletcher’s Creek watershed and located adjacent to the
City of Mississauga Significant Natural Areas and Natural Green Spaces as identified in the Official
Plan (See Figure 12: City of Mississauga Official Plan Schedule 3: Natural System). As per the
submitted Stormwater Management Study, the proposed development will have sufficient capacity
to service the subject property and support the future growth. To support the protection of the
watershed, the submitted Stormwater Management Report prepared by Skira identified the drainage
of the existing is divided into two sub-drainage areas; a portion drains towards Spinnaker Circle and
a portion drains sheet flow surface to the existing Fletcher’s Creek Valley. Drainage towards
Spinnaker Circle will be conveyed towards the right-of-way storm sewer. To control the on-site
quality control, as noted above stormwater management will be restricted to 2-year pre-development
levels. Additional measure such as roof controls will restrict roof runoff. Therefore, the proposed
Amendments conform to the Policy of 4.2.1 of the Growth Plan.
The proposed development conforms to the above noted policies as it promotes intensification of an
underutilized parcel while achieving the goals of complete communities, built form, and design
features that integrate the development into the neighbourhood. Based on the above analysis, it is
our opinion that the proposed Amendments conform to the Growth Plan in regard to facilitating
complete communities and represents a wise use of land through intensifying an underutilized parcel
within a “Built-up Area”. Furthermore, the subject property is well situated for supporting a multimodal transportation network. We have considered the implementation and interpretation policies
of the Growth Plan and have determined that the proposed development conforms with the
overarching policies of the Growth Plan.
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5.3

REGION OF PEEL OFFICIAL PLAN (OFFICE CONSOLIDATION,
DECEMBER 2016)

The Peel Regional Official Plan (the “Regional Plan”) is the primary long-range strategic land use
policy document for the Region of Peel. It is a broad land use policy document, which provides
Regional Council with a long-term policy framework for guiding growth and development in Peel
Region while having specific regard for protection of the natural environment, managing renewable
and non-renewable resources, and outlining a regional structure that manages such growth. It also
provides guidance to the area municipalities in the preparation and implementation of their local
Official Plans.
As required by Sections 2 and 3 of the Planning Act, the following sections demonstrate how the
proposed Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendments conform with the Regional Plan.
The Regional Plan outlines the region’s Planning Vision, as well the Population and Employment
density targets. The Regional Plan outlines that the City of Mississauga’s population shall increase
to 805,000 by 2031, and the number of households will increase to 270,000 by 2031. The population
projections contained in the Regional Official Plan conform to the Growth Plan and the proposed
Amendments will contribute the Region and the City reaching their 2031 targets.
The subject property is located within the Region’s 2031 Urban Boundary, specifically designated
within the “Urban System”, as illustrated on Figure 5 Region of Peel Official Plan Schedule ‘D’.
The 2031 Regional Urban Boundary defines where urban growth shall occur ensuring an efficient
use of available services. The General Objectives and Policies of the “Urban System” that are
relevant to the proposed development include:
“5.3.1.2

To achieve sustainable development within the Urban System.

5.3.1.3

To establish healthy urban communities that contain living, working and
recreational opportunities, which respect the natural environment,
resources and the characteristics of existing communities;

5.3.1.4

To achieve intensified and compact form and a mix of land uses in
appropriate areas that efficiently use land, services, infrastructure and
public finances while taking into account the characteristics of existing
communities and services;

5.3.1.5

To achieve an urban structure, form and densities which are pedestrian
friendly and transit-supportive;

5.3.1.7

To recognize the integrity and physical characteristics of existing
communities in Peel.

5.3.1.8

To provide for the needs of Peel's changing age structure and allow
opportunities for residents to live in their own communities as they age.
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5.3.2.2

Direct urban development and redevelopment to the Urban System within
the 2031 Regional Urban Boundary, as shown on Schedule D, consistent
with the policies in this Plan and the area municipal official plans; and

5.3.2.3

Plan for the provision and financing of Regional services so as to efficiently
use existing services and infrastructure, and generally accommodate a
pattern of compact forms or urban development and redevelopment.”

The proposed development will conform to the Regional Plan as it will support sustainable
development through the intensification of an underutilized parcel of land to support future
population. The proposed site design and location will contribute to a healthy urban and natural
community that contains existing services, passive recreational and community facilities (Refer to
Figure 3: Transportation and Services). The subject property has access to employment areas by
transit and existing roads and walkways. The condominium building has a unit mix of studio, one
(1) bedroom, a variety of two (2) bedroom units and eighteen (18) barrier free units providing choice
for residential tenure for a changing demographic. The proposed Amendments conform to the
General Objectives and Policies of the “Urban System” in the Regional Plan.
Section 5.5 – Growth Management in the Regional Plan outlines guiding principles, for land
development, resource management and investment, that supports compact, vibrant communities.
General Objectives and Policies in Section 5.5 related to the “Built-up Area” that are relevant to
the proposed development includes:
“5.5.1.1

To optimize the use of the existing land supply of the Region by directing a
significant portion of growth to the built-up areas through intensification,
particularly the urban growth centres, intensification corridors and major
transit service areas.

5.5.1.5

To optimize the use of the existing and planned infrastructure and services.

5.5.2.1

Direct the area municipalities to incorporate official plan policies to
develop complete communities that are compact, well-designed, transit
oriented, offer transportation choices, include a diverse mix of land uses,
accommodate people at all stages of life and have an appropriate mix of
housing, a good range of jobs, high quality public open space and easy
access to retail and services.

5.5.2.2

Direct a significant portion of new growth to the built-up areas of the
community through intensification.”

The proposed Amendments conform with the policies contained in Section 5.5 of the Regional Plan
by facilitating the intensification of an underutilized parcel within the “Built-up Area” that has access
to existing infrastructure, transit, open spaces and community amenities (Refer to Figure 3:
Transportation and Services). The proposed development represents a compact, well-designed
development near existing transportation options and will contribute to the creation of complete
communities. The proposed five (5) single detached lots and unit mix of studios, one (1) bedroom,
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variety of two (2) bedroom units and eighteen (18) barrier free units will contribute to diversifying
the housing stock and accommodate people at all stages of life and abilities. Therefore, the proposed
Amendments conform to Policies 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 of the Regional Plan.
Section 5.5 – Growth Management also states that a significant portion of new growth shall be
directed to the “Built-up Area” through both intensification and redevelopment of underutilized lots.
The subject property’s current land use permissions do not represent the efficient use of land and
limit the development opportunity achievable in this location.
The following Objectives and Policies for intensification are relevant to the proposed development:
“5.5.3.1.1

To achieve compact and efficient urban forms;

5.5.3.1.2

To optimize the use of existing infrastructure and services;

5.5.3.1.4

To intensify development on underutilized lands;

5.5.3.1.6

To optimize all intensification opportunities across the Region;

5.5.3.2.2

Facilitate and promote intensification;

5.5.3.2.4

Require that by 2015 and for each year until 2025, a minimum of 40 per
cent of the Region’s residential development occurring annually to be
located within the built-up area;

5.5.3.2.5

Require that by 2026 and for each year thereafter, a minimum of 50 per
cent of the Region’s residential development occurring annually will be
within the built-up area. To 2031, the minimum amount of residential
development allocated within the built-up area shall be as follows:
City of Mississauga: 52,000 units.”

Intensification is a significant and primary component of the Regional Plan. The proposed
development represents a compact and efficient built form that will intensify an underutilized parcel
and connect with existing infrastructure and services. The proposed development will contribute to
the Region’s objective of achieving the minimum 40% of residential development within the “Builtup Area” between 2015 to 2025 and assist the City of Mississauga in meeting the minimum 2031
density target. The proposed Amendments conform to the intensification policies contained in
Section 5.5.3 of the Regional Plan.
Section 5.8 - Housing identifies the Region requires a full range of appropriate housing types to
support the existing and projected demographic needs of current and future residents. The subject
property presents condominium units and single detached lots to support all types sizes and densities
of housing. The following objectives and policies apply to the proposed development:
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“5.8.1.1

To provide for an appropriate range and mix of housing types, densities, sizes
and tenure to meet the projected requirements and housing needs of current
and future residents of Peel.

5.8.1.2

To foster the availability of housing for all income groups, including those
with special needs.

5.8.1.4

To achieve an annual minimum new housing unit targets for the Region by
tenure, including affordable housing.

5.8.2.3

Encourage and support the efforts by the area municipalities to plan for a
range of densities and forms of housing affordable to all households,
including low and moderate income households, enabling all Peel residents
to remain in their communities.

5.8.3.1.1

To increase the supply of affordable rental and affordable ownership housing.

5.8.6.1.1

To make available housing for Peel’s diverse populations and residents with
special needs including provision of accessible housing and appropriate
support services.”

The proposed Amendments conform with the policies outlined in Section 5.8 through proposing a
mix of housing types and densities to support the housing needs of current and future residents in
the Region of Peel. The proposed five (5) single detached residential lots and a condominium unit
mix of studios, one (1) bedroom units, variety of two (2) bedroom units, eighteen (18) barrier free
units and full barrier free suites upon request supports housing for all income groups including those
with accessibility requirements. In addition, the unit mix will include twelve (12) affordable units
comprised of five (5) studios and seven (7) one-bedroom units which meet the area municipalities
housing affordability criteria to support low- and moderate-income households, enabling Peel
residents to remain in their communities. The proposed development includes eighteen (18) barrier
free units, with the option for complete barrier free units upon request to support residents with
special needs. The proposed condominium building will include barrier free services such as
automatic doors, accessible ramps from areas of lower grade and curb cuts to facilitate continuous
movement all in support Peel’s diverse population. The proposed Amendments conform to the
objectives and policies contained in Section 5.8 of the Regional Plan.
As discussed above the proposed Amendments conform with the Regional Plan’s objectives and
policies, through proposing a condominium building that is appropriate in size and is architecturally
suitable to achieve the Region’s objectives and intensification criteria for new development.
Combined with the single detached dwellings, the unit mix provides for all stages of the life cycle
and tenure options for a growing population in a well-serviced area. It our opinion the proposed
development will introduce a residential built form and density that will assist in the creation of a
complete community with the subject property’s abundant access to diverse existing community
services. The proposed Amendments will bring the City of Mississauga Official Plan into conformity
with the Regional Plan policies outlined above.
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Further, we have reviewed the introduction and implementation policies and have considered the
Regional Plan in its entirety and conclude that the proposed development conforms with the policies
of the Regional Plan.
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5.4 CITY OF MISSISSAUGA OFFICIAL
CONSOLIDATION NOVEMBER 2019)

PLAN

(OFFICE

The City of Mississauga Official Plan (the “Official Plan”) provides direction for the next stage of
the City’s growth and articulates a vision for the City that balances public and private interests. The
Official Plan provides planning policies to guide the City’s development to the year 2031 as required
by Provincial legislation. The Official Plan sets out the goals, objectives and policies to guide future
development, redevelopment and intensification within the City through a detailed land use
designations and urban design policies.
The Official Plan was adopted by City Council on September 29, 2010 and partially approved by
the Region of Peel on September 22, 2011. The entire Official Plan was subsequently appealed to
the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) but is now in partial effect as of January 10, 2018 except for
specific policies that are still under appeal. The City of Mississauga has recently initiated a review
of the Official Plan. This Report considers only the enacted policies of the current Official Plan and
new policies can be assessed as they become available.
As required by Sections 2 and 3 of the Planning Act, the following sections demonstrate how the
proposed Amendments align with the overall objectives and policies of the Official Plan an
demonstrates how the specific policies applicable to the subject property can better meet an conform
with the intent of Provincial and Regional polices.

5.4.1 Vision
The Official Plan outlines a vision for the City’s growth and emphasizes a sustainable diversified
economy supported by a range of mobility and housing options. Section 4.5 of the Official Plan
outlines the following guiding principles that relate to the proposed development:
“4.4.1.

Mississauga will promote development decisions that support the
sustainability of our Natural Heritage System and enhance the quality of
life for our present and future generations;

4.4.6

Mississauga will plan for a wide range of housing, jobs and community
infrastructure resources so that they are available to meet the daily needs of
the community through all stages of life;

4.5

Mississauga will direct growth by:
achieving balanced population and employment growth.
Mississauga will complete communities by:
promoting an urban form and development that supports public health and
active living;
ensuring that communities include or provide easy access to a range of uses
and services required to meet all or most of the daily needs of residents
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through all stages of their lives; e.g., housing, transportation,
employment, recreation, social interaction and education;
Mississauga will create a multi-modal city by:
promoting a transportation network that connects nodes with a range of
transportation modes, to reduce dependency on cars for local trips.”
The proposed development will complement Fletcher’s Creek through integrating 5.0 metre (16.4
foot) wide landscape conservation block along the northerly property line and by controlling and
treating water flows to CVC and City standards before they enter the tributary. The proposed housing
mix will introduce both condominium units of varying sizes, affordable housing options and single
detached residential lots which will diversify the coming housing stock in the immediate area. The
subject property can utilize the City’s existing multimodal transportation and walkway system with
the subject property’s frontage and access to transit on McLaughlin Road and the Fletcher’s Creek
trail system (Refer to Section 3.1 Transit and Connectivity of this Report). As such, the subject
property is in proximity to numerous services and amenities and the addition of new residential units
will further develop a balanced form of growth that will contribute to the creation of complete
community. The proposed development contributes to and conforms to the Official Plan’s vision for
the City.

5.4.2 Direct Growth
Section 5 of the Official Plan acknowledges that the City has transitioned to new a phase that
supports both the redevelopment and intensification of existing sites within developed areas. The
City’s population is expected to grow to 805,000 by the year 2031, and the forecasted growth will
be directed to locations that ensure both resources and assets are used in a sustainable manner.
Section 5.1 contains the following policies that apply to the proposed Amendments:
“5.1.2

Mississauga will ensure that there is adequate land capacity to accommodate
population and employment growth to 2031.

5.1.3

Forecast growth will be directed to appropriate locations to ensure that
resources and assets are managed in a sustainable manner to:
a) protect ecological functions, public health and safety;
b) utilize existing and proposed services and infrastructure such as
transit and community infrastructure;
c) minimize environmental and social impacts;
d) meet long term needs;
e) build strong, livable, universally accessible communities; and
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f) promote economic prosperity.
5.1.6

Mississauga encourages compact, mixed use development that is transit
supportive, in appropriate locations, to provide a range of local live/work
opportunities.

5.1.7

Mississauga will protect and conserve the character of stable residential
Neighbourhoods.”

The proposed development conforms with Section 5 of the Mississauga Official Plan through
providing residential development to support population growth to 2031. The subject property is
designated “Neighbourhood” and “Green System” in the City of Mississauga Official Plan, located
adjacent to a natural feature part of the Greenland’s system (Refer to Figure 8 City of Mississauga
Schedule 1: Urban System). Through the EIS, the proposed development has carefully considered
the adjacent natural heritage features and confirmed that the proposed development will not
adversely impact any ecological functions of Fletcher’s Creek. In addition, the submitted Site Plan
includes a 5.0 metre (16.4 feet) landscape conservation block to minimize environmental impacts of
the development. The proposed development represents an opportunity to intensify a site with
existing access to community services and infrastructure available to meet the long term needs of
future residents (Refer to Section 3.2 Facilities, Services and Recreation to this Report). The
proposed unit mix of single residential lots, studio, one-bedroom, two-bedroom and barrier free
encourages compact development which is located near existing transit stops and services to support
a strong, livable and universally accessible community.
Furthermore, the subject property is located adjacent to an existing low density residential
neighbourhood and the proposed single residential lots will complete the development pattern on
Spinnaker Circle and support the stable residential neighbourhood. The proposed six-storey
condominium building is sited further from the existing homes on Navigator Drive and architectural
stepping and features limit overlook and massing on existing adjacent and proposed low-rise
residential dwellings. Therefore, the proposed Amendments will conform to Policy 5.1 of the
Official Plan.
In addition, Figure 5-5: Height, Density and Population to Employment Ratio Requirement,
contained in the Official Plan identifies a maximum height of four-storeys for lands designated
“Neighbourhoods” of which the subject property is designated. In order to permit the proposed
development, an Official Plan Amendment is required to increase the height permissions to six
storeys (Refer to the Official Plan Amendment Appendices).
In addition, Section 5.3.5 of the Official Plan states Neighbourhoods are considered physically stable
areas, but are not to remain static rather new development shall be sensitive to the existing and
planned character. The following polices are relevant to the proposed Amendments:
“5.3.5.5

Intensification within Neighbourhoods may be considered where the
proposed development is compatible in built form and scale to surrounding
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development, enhances the existing or planned development and is
consistent with the policies of this Plan.
5.3.5.6

Development will be sensitive to the existing and planned context and will
include appropriate transitions in use, built form, density and scale.”

The Official Plan provides guidance regarding the interpretation and definition of compatible
which is defined by the Official Plan as:
“compatible” means development, which may not necessarily be the same as, or similar
to, the existing or desired development, but nonetheless enhances an established
community and coexists with existing development without unacceptable adverse impact
on the surrounding area.
The proposed development conforms with the definition of “compatible” by proposing a building
that is sited furthest from existing and proposed low rise detached homes. The proposed
condominium building is of a sensitive six storeys in height and has been specifically designed to
addresses the existing and future detached homes to the south and west. By siting the building nearest
Fletcher’s Creek, a generous landscape space between the rear yards of the existing homes on
Navigator Drive and the condominium’s main building mass achieved. This separation limits issues
associated with overlook, shadowing and privacy to the existing dwellings on Navigator Drive. The
building is not extravagant in height and does not generate onerous shadowing. The building is
sensitive to the existing context by providing architectural stepping from the third to sixth storeys
on the west building face. A 45-degree angular plane can be applied on both the south and west
property lines with only a minor corner instruction over one unit on the 4th and 5th floor.
The five (5) residential houses complete the lotting pattern on Spinnaker Crescent and can transition
into the existing low-rise form. The proposed height of 2 storeys are consistent with the existing 2
storey homes in the surrounding area. From the future property line, the angular plane of 45-degrees
can be applied over the proposed condominium building. The stepping proposed on this wall of the
building provides similar privacy to that of the required 45-degrees, providing limited overlook for
tenants and owners of the future residential homes.
The Shadow Study conducted by FBP Architects Inc. identified the proposed development will
create some shadowing on proposed residential dwellings on Spinnaker Circle and limited shadows
on existing low-rise residential properties located on Navigator Drive. The shadowing specifically
relates to residential outdoor amenity space, shadowing on a small portion of the existing sidewalk
on the west side of McLaughlin Road and a portion of the building faces on Spinnaker Circle and
Navigator Drive as it relates to the use of solar energy. It is important to note, aside from the
shadowing on the existing sidewalk, shadowing on the proposed residential properties does not
exceed the requirements identified in the Terms of Reference by the City of Mississauga. Shadow’s
generally extends to the northwest, over the Fletcher’s Creek natural area with some shadowing
occurring on the proposed low-rise residential dwellings fronting Spinnaker Circle.
It is our opinion the proposed Amendments conform to the policies contained in Section 5 of the
Official Plan and the definition of ‘compatible’ by providing sensitive transitions in built form in the
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architectural design and siting of the proposed condominium building and by providing for low
density houses and lotting pattern on Spinnaker Crescent where they exist currently. As previously
cited, “compatible” may not necessarily be the same as, or similar to, the existing or desired
development, but nonetheless enhances an established community… without unacceptable adverse
impact on the surrounding area”. The proposed development represents an appropriate form of infill
development while maintaining compatibility with the existing neighborhood character without
creating any adverse impact .

5.4.3 Value of the Environment
Nearest the north property line, the subject property is overlaid with the “Green System” designation
as shown on Figure 8: City of Mississauga Official Plan –Schedule 1 Urban System, due to the
proximity of Fletcher’s Creek; however it is located outside of the boundary of the Official Plan
Schedule 3: Natural System (See Figure 12). It is important to note the following policies as the
subject property directly abuts the ‘Greenlands’ designation and ‘Hazard Lands’ overlay. Section
6.3 Green System of the Official Plan identifies the following relevant policy that applies to the
proposed development:
“6.3.2

The City will promote the Green System to public and private stakeholders
as being integral to protecting the city’s natural heritage features,
particularly its role in providing ecological linkages and ecosystem
services.

6.3.4

The City will work with the conservation authorities to encourage
restoration, enhancement, stewardship and management of lands identified
by conservation authorities as part of their natural heritage systems.

6.3.7

Buffers which are vegetated protection areas that provide a physical
separation of development from the limits of natural heritage features and
Natural Hazard Lands, will be provided to perform the following:
• maintenance of slope stability and reduction of erosion on valley
slopes;
• attenuation of stormwater runoff;
• reduction of human intrusion into Significant Natural Areas and
allowance for predation habits of pets, such as cats and dogs;
• protection of tree root zones to ensure survival of vegetation;
• enhancement of woodland interior and edge areas through native
species plantings; and,
• enhanced wildlife habitat and corridors for wildlife movement;”

The proposed development conforms to the policies contained in the “Green System” chapter 6
through providing a 5.0 metre (16.4 feet) landscape conservation block adjacent to the ‘Greenlands’
and ‘Hazard Lands’ overlay. Native plantings will be proposed in this area to support the natural
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heritage system and in a future Planting Plan within the Fletcher’s Creek valley itself. As
demonstrated by Beacon Environmental and in consultation with the Conservation Authority (see
the Scoped Environmental Impact Study prepared by Beacon Environmental Limited), the
landscaped area will support and complement the Greenlands System and conforms to the above
noted Green System policies. The FSR/SWM prepared by Skira and Associates Ltd. demonstrates
the storm water flows will be quality controlled before they are released to Fletcher’s Creek. Quality
control measures such as a clear roof runoff from green roofs, and infiltration through the green roof
landscaped areas will be discharged through vegetated swales towards Fletcher’s Creek. Runoff
from the asphalt drive aisle will be captured in the underground garage drainage system and pumped
to the surface.
The Functional Servicing Report, prepared by Skira and Associates Ltd., determined that the
proposed residential dwellings fronting Spinnaker Circle will be provided with individual sanitary
connections. All individual dwellings will discharge into sanitary sewer gravity including basement
elevations. The proposed condominium building will be serviced by an existing 250mm diameter
sanitary sewer located on Spinnaker Circle. The proposed sanitary manhole and 200mm sanitary
connection will be provided to service the development to the existing sanitary sewer. A private 3.0
metre (9.8 feet) wide easement over Lots 2 & 3 will be required.
As such and as outlined above, the proposed development conforms with the environmental policies
for the “Green System” contained in the Official Plan.

5.4.4 Complete Communities
The Official Plan aims to create Complete Communities within the City that provide the
infrastructure to meet the day-to-day needs of people throughout all stages of their life. The Official
Plan notes not all areas within the City of Mississauga are able to meet the needs for daily living,
and as such some residents will need to travel to other areas of the City. Chapter of 7, Complete
Communities of the Official Plan outlines polices that aim to facilitate the creation of Complete
Communities within the City, the following policies apply to the proposed Amendments:
“7.1.3

In order to create a complete community and develop a built environment
supportive of public health, the City will:
a. encourage compact, mixed use development that reduces travel needs by
integrating residential, commercial, employment, community, and
recreational land uses;
c. encourage environments that foster incidental and recreational activity;
and
d. encourage land use planning practices conducive to good public health.

7.1.6

Mississauga will ensure that the housing mix can accommodate people with
diverse housing preferences and socioeconomic characteristics and needs.
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7.2.2

Mississauga will provide opportunities for:
a. the development of a range of housing choices in terms of type,
tenure and price;

7.2.3

When making planning decisions, Mississauga will ensure that housing is
provided in a manner that fully implements the intent of the Provincial and
Regional housing policies.

7.2.11

Mississauga will work with the Region to develop a housing strategy that will
establish and implement affordable housing targets.”

The proposed development conforms to the polices of Chapter 7 Complete Communities in the
Official Plan by proposing new residential development within an area that has access to
commercial, employment, community and recreational land uses (See Figure 3: Transportation and
Services). Numerous recreational land uses and community amenities are located in close proximity
to foster recreational opportunities for future residents. In addition, the proposed development will
contribute to a housing mix variety including diverse housing types, tenure and prices, that will
accommodate residents with diverse housing needs. The introduction of a mid-rise development and
single residential lots will support a mixture of housing choices within the neighbourhood to further
meet the needs of young families and older adults wishing to age in place.
Furthermore, the attached Housing Strategy dated June 2020 identifies the requirement by the City
of Mississauga to provide a minimum of 10% of affordable “medium income” units for applications
containing 50 or more medium to high rise developments. The proposed development provides
twelve (12) affordable housing units comprised of five (5) studio units and seven (7) one-bedroom
units priced below the medium income threshold of $420,000.00. The inclusion of the twelve
affordable units will support individuals of the low-medium income bracket and contribute to
residents to age in place, commute or raise families in areas they wish to remain.

5.4.5 Build a Desirable Urban Form
Chapter 9 of the Official Plan, Build a Desirable Urban Form, aims to create a sustainable urban
form with a sense of place that is both livable and functional while protecting the environment. This
Chapter states that infill of underutilized lots in both “Intensification Areas” and “NonIntensification Areas” will revitalize communities by adding a variety of building forms and tenures.
It also notes it is important that infill “fits” and must be sensitive to the existing urban context.
Chapter 9 sets out a policy framework which speaks to principles associated with building a desirable
urban form, that applies to the proposed development:
“9.1.1

Mississauga will develop an urban form based on the urban system and the
hierarchy identified in the city structure as shown on Schedule 1: Urban
System.

9.1.3

Infill and redevelopment within Neighbourhoods will respect the existing and
planned character.
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9.1.9

Urban form will support the creation of an efficient multi-modal
transportation system that encourages a greater utilization of transit and
active transportation modes.

9.1.10

The city vision will be supported by site development that:
a. respects the urban hierarchy;
c. demonstrates context sensitivity, including the
public realm;
e. employs design excellence.”

The proposed Amendments conform with the polices set out in Chapter 9.1 through proposing an
urban form that is consistent with the urban system yet adds variety in built form and housing
typology compatible with the surrounding development. The proposed development incorporates
design features to ensure the proposed six (6) storey mid-rise building and five (5) residential lots
respect the existing character of the area. Design features such as stepping on the west side provides
transition to the low-rise residential dwellings to the west and respects the existing character of the
neighbourhood. Windows are placed in a grid like pattern to bring in natural light and individual
terraces are located at each unit to provide each resident with amenity space. Architectural detailing
of stone, brick and metal paneling with a wood grain are respect the existing character of the
neighbourhood and contribute to the ‘south western’ adaptation of the modernized prairie school
buildings. The proposed height of the condominium building will be 25.5 metres (83.67 feet)
including the mechanical penthouse and 21.0 metres (68.9 feet) excluding the penthouse.
In addition, the subject property is adjacent to McLaughlin Road, a Major Collector, which is a
suitable and appropriate location to locate a six-storey building. Further, McLaughlin Road has
existing bus transit service that connects with the overall existing transportation network. This
provides future residents with the opportunity to access to the City’s trail network and transit system
providing opportunities to increase the utilization sustainable modes of transportation (Refer to
Section 3.1 Transit and Connectivity of this Report).The proposed development conforms with the
polices set out in Chapter 9.1 and the City’s vision through proposing a development that respects
the urban hierarchy and context by providing sensitive design elements that ensure compatibility to
the surrounding neighbourhood.
The subject property is designated “Neighbourhood” in the City of Mississauga Official Plan (See
Figure 5 City of Mississauga Official Plan Schedule 1 – Urban System). The polices contained
Section 9.2.2 Non-Intensification Areas of Chapter 9 apply. Non-Intensification Areas are intended
for lower densities, lower building heights and more homogeneous land uses. Therefore,
development within Non- Intensification Areas will be required to be context sensitive and respect
the existing character of the area. The following policies are relevant the proposed development:
“9.2.2.3

While new development need not mirror existing development, new
development in Neighbourhoods will:
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a. respect existing lotting patterns;
b. respect the continuity of front, rear and side yard setbacks;
c. respect the scale and character of the surrounding area;
d. minimize overshadowing and overlook on adjacent neighbours;
f. preserve mature high quality trees and ensure replacement of the tree
canopy; and
g. be designed to respect the existing scale, massing, character and grades
of the surrounding area.”
The proposed Amendments conform to Policy 9.2.2.3 by proposing a six-storey building which
respects the scale and character of the surrounding area by integrating the building with the existing
neighbourhood by siting it on the northern most portion of the subject property, but providing
architectural stepping and by limiting the overall height to six storeys. The proposed residential lots
on Spinnaker Crescent will continue the existing lotting patterns and land use and be designed to
respect the existing scale, massing and character of the adjacent low-density residential uses by
limiting heights to 2 storeys (10.41 m /34.15 feet). The proposed height of 25.5 metres (83.7 feet)
for the six-storey building and front yard setback of 2.89 metres (9.5 m) will result in nominal
shadow impacts to proposed dwellings fronting Spinnaker Circle and limited shadows on existing
dwelling on Navigator Drive on select times of the June 21st and September 21st test days as
identified by the Shadow Study prepared by FBP Architects Inc.
In relation to the natural features, the proposed development will include the preservation of mature
trees located at the rear of the single residential lots and the replacement of trees removed as a result
of poor health or the proposed site design. The Master Landscape Plan prepared by MSLA includes
deciduous trees planted along the frontage of McLaughlin Road and a variety of native deciduous
and coniferous trees located within the landscape conservation block to the north. Additional trees,
shrubs and raised planting beds will be located on the eastern portion of the property surrounding
the outdoor green space to support a healthy tree canopy. Therefore, the proposed Amendments
conform with Policy 9.2.2.3 of the Official Plan.

5.4.6 General Land Use Designation
Chapter 11 of the Official Plan provides policy direction regarding the use and development of land
within the City that reflects the “Urban System”, the “Green System”, and “City Structure”. The
subject property is currently designated “Residential Low Density II” by Figure 11 – City of
Mississauga Official Plan – Schedule 10 - Land Use Designations. The Official Plan provides the
following policy framework with respect to the land use designation and the envisioned uses for the
subject property:
Chapter 11: General Land Use Designations
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“11.2.5.1

Residential consists of four designations:
b. Residential Low Density II;

11.2.5.4

Lands designated Residential Low Density II will permit the following uses:
a. detached dwelling;
b. semi-detached dwelling;
c. duplex dwelling; and
d. triplexes, street townhouses and other forms of low-rise dwellings
with individual frontages.

The proposed Amendments conform with the General Polices that apply for all land use designations
that are prescribed in the Official Plan. The proposed development includes a six (6) storey
condominium building and five (5) residential lots. The proposed residential lots remain in
conformity with the existing policies of the “Residential Low Density II” designation, however the
proposed condominium is not currently permitted. To bring the subject property into conformity
with the Provincial planning policy, the Amendments propose to re-designate the subject property
to “Residential High Density” to permit the mid-rise apartment building with frontage on
McLaughlin Road. The existing low-rise designation applicable to the entirety of the subject
property is not appropriate given the subject property’s frontage on McLaughlin Road and the area’s
impressive accessibility to services. As such, the proposed Amendments will bring the subject
property’s land use designation into consistency and conformity with Provincial and Regional
polices. A Draft Official Plan Amendment is attached to this Report, Appendix I: Draft Official Plan
Amendment.

5.4.7 Meadowvale Village Neighbourhood Character Area
The subject property is located in the Meadowvale Village Character area identified in Section 16.17
of the City of Mississauga Official Plan (herein referred to as “The Character Area”). The
Meadowvale Character area is bound by Highway 407 to the north, Highway 401 to the south,
Fletchers Creek to the east, and the Canadian Pacific Railway to the west (See Figure 10- Schedule
9: Character Areas). Chapter 16 Neighbourhoods of the Official Plan contains polices for the
Meadowvale Village Heritage Conservation District and the lands surrounding the village, where
the subject property is located.
There are no Special Site Polices for the subject property, rather the document contains General
Policies and Urban Design Polices that apply to all lands within the Meadowvale Village
Neighbourhood Character Area. The design policies emphasize the Meadowvale Village
Neighbourhood Character Area and the following policies are relevant to the proposed development:
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A summary and analysis of the Meadowvale Village Character Area urban design policies is
provided below:
“16.17.2.1

New development will comply with the Heritage Conservation
District Plan and integrate individual developments into a cohesive
whole.

16.17.2.2

An interconnected open space network including the valleys of the Credit
River, Levi Creek and Fletcher’s Creek is a key feature in the identity of the
Character Area which should be recognized in any development or
redevelopment by enhancing visual and, where appropriate, physical public
access to these open spaces.

16.17.2.6

The development of these lands may include rolled curbs and gutters,
fewer municipal sidewalks, and decorative street lighting – all of
which differ from existing City standards.

16.17.2.7

Standards for street layout, parking and loading spaces, landscaping,
commons, building height and location, size and dwelling unit design,
including dwelling unit composition, form, massing, setbacks, and
spatial relationship with adjacent buildings, site access, lighting,
signage, and screening will meet the requirements of the Zoning Bylaw.

16.17.2.8

The design of the street right-of-way and the design of the lands along the
street affect the streetscape and should have regard for the following:
a. vistas and views of the Heritage Conservation District, and into and
along the valleys of the Credit River, Levi Creek, and Fletcher’s Creek
should be created, maintained and enhanced;

16.17.2.9

In applying the following policies, the effect of buildings and spaces on the
surrounding environment should be considered equally with the function
and aesthetic appeal of the site itself:
a. the presence of garages should be minimized to create an attractive
streetscape. Garages should not project substantially beyond the front face
of any house. Garages that project beyond the front face of any house will
be discouraged; small, recessed or detached garages are preferred.
Additional measures may be required through the processing of development
applications to ensure an acceptable streetscape is developed. Garages will
not project beyond the face of any house located in areas designated
Residential Low Density I;”

The proposed development conforms with the Urban Design Policies for the Meadowvale Village
Neighbourhood Character Area by integrating the proposed development into the existing fabric of
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the neighbourhood. The proposed development is setback from the adjacent natural system of
Fletcher’s Creek through a landscape conservation block which complements the existing natural
and open space network (See Figure 12: Schedule 3 Natural System and Figure 13 Schedule 4:
Parks and Open Spaces) and provides opportunities for low-impact-development and engineering.
The proposed site design will leverage the nearby natural feature and provide a unique view of
Fletcher’s Creek for residents through proposed private terraces and a gridded window pattern within
the six-storey condominium building and larger rear yard of the residential lots.
The proposed parking and loading spaces are located partially below grade which facilitates a
landscaped green roof and setbacks proposed to assist with the transition on to lower density areas.
The driveway access is provided at grade to McLaughlin Road to provide one safe combined access
for multiple building functions including servicing, loading and waste, parking, bike parking and
garbage and moving preparations rooms. The garage and loading area are themselves recessed,
hidden due to the grade and ground floor building wall. Loading and waste areas are therefore
consolidated and internal to the building and screened from view. A ramp and walkway to the
principal entrance provides pedestrian and mobility use access to the building from the sidewalk on
McLaughlin Road. The lobby, service and loading rooms are all consolidated and create an efficient
and attractive building design. Street lighting will be directed within the site, and signage will be
visible on the principal entrance of the building, adhering to municipal standards.
The proposed residential lots will feature garages with parking for two (2) cars to ensure an
acceptable streetscape is developed and maintained on Spinnaker Circle.
Landscaped buffers will be located along the frontage of McLaughlin Road, providing screening and
accenting the building. Landscaped areas along the east boundaries of the subject property and the
5.0 metre (16.4 feet) landscaped conservation block will buffer the natural heritage area and screen
the residential lots for privacy. Amenity space will be located at the southern portion of the
condominium building which includes open green space, a covered dining and BBQ area, seating
and raised planting beds. A roof top amenity space will be provided for additional recreational space
and enhance the view of the Fletcher’s Creek Valley. The green roof will also aid in low impact
design and water management.
The six-storey condominium building will be designed to transition away from the proposed lowdensity residential lots, locating the highest point of the building fronting onto McLaughlin Road
and nearest the northwest corner of the subject property. Units will consist of a variety of studios,
one bedroom, two bedroom variations and barrier free and affordable units available to support a
range of individuals and household sizes. The building façade will incorporate high quality building
materials of stone, brick and metal paneling with a wood finish to be sensitive to the existing heritage
character and meet the requirements of the existing Zoning By-law. The balconies and roof
overhangs maintain the view of the Fletcher’s Creek and Heritage Conservation District and support
appealing views of Fletcher’s Creek where available. Planting and landscaped roofs are provided to
further integrate the building with it’s natural setting. The building orientation allows natural light
into the building and creates multiple unit views to Fletcher’s Creek. As such, it is our opinion that
the proposed Amendments conform to Section 16 policies of Meadowvale Neighbourhood Character
Area.
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5.4.8 Implementation
Chapter 19 of the Official Plan establishes the polices for the implementation of the plan and
provides criteria for the Site-Specific Official Plan Amendments (19.5). The following polices
include the criteria for a generic Official Plan Amendment:
“19.5.1

City Council will consider applications for site specific amendments to this
Plan within the context of the policies and criteria set out throughout this
Plan. The proponent of an official plan amendment will be required to
submit satisfactory reports to demonstrate the rationale for the amendment;
including, among other matters:
a. that the proposed redesignation would not adversely impact or destabilize
the following:
• the achievement of the overall intent, goals, objectives, and policies
of this Plan; and
• the development or functioning of the remaining lands that have the
same designation, or neighbouring lands; and
b. that a municipal comprehensive review of land use designations or a five
year review is not required;
c. that the lands are suitable for the proposed use, and a planning rationale
with reference to the policies of this Plan, other applicable policies, and
sound planning principles is provided, setting out the merits of the proposed
amendment in comparison with the existing designation;
d. land use compatibility with the existing and future uses of surrounding
lands; and
e. the adequacy of engineering services, community infrastructure and
multi-modal transportation systems to support the proposed application.”

The proposed Amendments maintain and do not disrupt the overall intent and goals of the Official
Plan and the long-term vision and objectives for complete communities. The urban form of the
existing neighbourhood is respected and duplicated through the addition of the five residential
dwelling lots. The frontage on McLaughlin Road and adjacent to Fletcher’s Creek allows for slight
intensification and can accommodate a six-storey building. To achieve this, the condominium
building incorporates design elements that balance the need to protect the lower density areas. The
proposed Amendments will facilitate the moderate intensification of a uniquely positioned property
that is underutilized with a built form that is compatible to and respects the surrounding area. The
proposed development fulfills this vision by capitalizing on an otherwise underutilized parcel of
land, with access to existing services and infrastructure within the Meadowvale Village
Neighbourhood. We have reviewed the principles, goals, requirements and interpretation policies of
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the Official Plan as a whole and find that the proposed development conforms with the of Policies
4.4, 4.5, 5.1, 5.3, 6.3, 7.1, 7.2, 9.1, 9.2, 11, 16.17, and 19.5.
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5.5

City of Mississauga Zoning By-law 0335-2007

The subject property is currently zoned “Residential One” (‘R1’) in the City of Mississauga Zoning
By-law 022 (Figure 17- Zoning By-law 0335-2007). The ‘R1” zone permits only single detached
dwellings. The development of new buildings or structures beyond a single detached dwelling is not
permitted within the ‘R1’ zone therefore an amendment to the Zoning By-law is required to facilitate
the proposed Amendments. The Draft Implementing Zoning By-law included with this submission
proposes to rezone the subject property to R10-XX and RA2-XX. A Draft Implementing Zoning Bylaw is enclosed as Appendix II (Draft Implementing Zoning By-law) to this Report.
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6.0 SUMMARY OF KEY PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
6.1

Compatibility with Adjacent Land Uses

The proposed development represents a compatible high-quality condominium building in a location
capable to support additional population. As per the City of Mississauga’s definition, compatibility
is defined as:
“means development, which may not necessarily be the same as, or similar to, the existing
or desired development, but nonetheless enhances an established community and coexists
with existing development without unacceptable adverse impact on the surrounding area.
(Chapter 1 - Policy 1.1.4)”
The proposed development will incorporate similar land uses through the provision of single
residential lots fronting Spinnaker Circle. The proposed low-density residential lots will complete
the pedestrian sidewalk and enhance Spinnaker Circle by completing the development pattern of the
subdivision. The proposed residential lots will be compatible in-built form to neighbouring
dwellings and where possible maintain existing landscaping along the frontage of Spinnaker Circle.
The proposed building envelope will be uniform in nature and provide additional rear yard space to
mitigate any adverse impact on the adjacent natural heritage area of Fletcher’s Creek.
The proposed condominium building represents a different yet sympathetic form of development
that enhances the established community and creates an opportunity for households of different sizes
and at varying stages of life to co-exist in an area well-serviced by community amenities and
transportation infrastructure (See Section 3.1 & 3.2 of this Report). The proposed built form will
incorporate architectural stepping to transition from the low-density residential dwellings on
Navigator Drive and Spinnaker Circle with the highest portion of the development fronting
McLaughlin Road. The condominium building will be constructed with dynamic building materials
of stone, wood finishing and a variety of fenestration to create an attractive exterior façade. Building
colors similar to neighbouring areas are selected for the brick and stone base of the building with
accent wood paneling located halfway of the building to provide a contrast and highlight the
surrounding green space and natural area.
The principal entrance will be located along the frontage of McLaughlin Road to provide convenient
access for residents, visitors and connectivity for transit users accessing bus routes on McLaughlin.
Pedestrian access will be located via a wide sidewalk and accessible ramp with bicycle parking
located adjacent to the principle entrance. Vehicle access to the underground parking will be located
on McLaughlin Road to the south side of the building. Landscaping will be incorporated throughout
the subject property to highlight Fletcher’s Creek and provide a variety of space for residents and
visitors to engage, play and relax. An outdoor amenity space with a raised grill and a landscaped
area will be located on the south side of the property, above the parking garage roof to provide a
recreation space and foster social interaction and to provide separation between the main building
mass and the existing homes on Navigator Drive. An additional amenity space will be located on the
roof of the condominium building, providing additional amenity space and an aesthetically pleasing
view of Fletcher’s Creek. Furthermore, the northern portion of the property will incorporate a 5.0
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metre (16.4 feet) landscaped conservation block to mitigate any environmental impact on the
surrounding area of Fletcher’s Creek.
The proposed development includes single detached dwellings consistent with existing land uses
and a six-storey condominium building which support the existing community and provide housing
choice for residents. Both low and medium density housing has been designed in a manner which is
respectful and compatible with the existing neighbourhood and has mitigated potential impacts on
the surrounding area.

6.2

Natural Areas (Fletcher’s Creek)

The subject property is located south of Fletcher’s Creek Valley, a natural area comprised of
vegetation, natural habitat and the subwatershed area of Fletcher’s Creek. As per the Functional
Servicing Report, the existing site drains into two sub-drainage areas, a portion drains towards
Spinnaker Circle and the remaining portion drains sheet flow surface to the existing Fletcher’s Creek
Valley. To control the stormwater on the subject property, the five single residential dwellings will
continue to drain towards Spinnaker Circle to the right-of-way storm sewer. The condominium block
will control runoff through roof controls and a green roof to collect and convey runoff through the
underground garage storm system to a storage/ cooling trench outside of the building envelope area.
Additional runoff from the asphalt drive aisle will be captured in the underground garage drainage
system and pumped to the surface. A landscape conservation block of 5.0 metre (16.4 feet) is
provided to create a transition from the condominium building to the natural area. This area will be
planted and provide a setback from the condominium building to the Fletcher’s Creek. As concluded
by the EIS, the proposed development is located outside of the Fletcher’s Creek Valleylands and
will not negatively impact the NHS function. Through the proposed development, a planting plan
will also be development to enhance the slope associated with the Fletcher’s Creek and ensure that
there is seamless and natural transition from the residential components of the proposed
development.

6.3

Affordability and Housing Options

The City of Mississauga requires a supporting Housing Study to be prepared for any development
applications where more than 50 for-sale units are being proposed as part of a medium or high
density-built form. Further, the City of Mississauga has requested all new development applications
containing 50 or more ownership or purpose-built rental units which are within neighbourhoods
outside of designated mall-based Community Nodes provide a minimum rate of 10% of affordable
“medium income” housing units. The City of Mississauga Housing Strategy defines an affordable
“middle income” housing unit as one that can be purchased for $420,000.00 or less. The proposed
development therefore includes twelve (12) units comprised of five (5) studio suites and seven (7)
one bedroom suites marketed at the City’s affordability rate of less than $420,000.00.
The Housing Study prepared by Glen Schnarr & Associates conducted a policy review of provincial,
regional and municipal policies and programs which support and promote affordable and marketbased housing. The proposed development conforms to the PPS (2020) by incorporating marketbased housing which supports the intensification of an existing site accessible by transit
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infrastructure and community services. The twelve (12) affordable units represent an opportunity for
families looking to enter the housing market and remain within a complete community and stable
neighbourhood with a maintenance free lifestyle. Regional policies encourage housing to “all
income groups”, providing choice for residents to remain in their communities. The proposed
development supports this concept through the provision of a variety of unit sizes and styles to
support singles, young couples, the elderly and young families. As further detailed in the Report, the
Peel Housing and Homelessness Plan emphasizes the demand for increased affordable housing,
however, does not indicate a real economic incentive for developers to make affordable housing cost
effective. The proposed development is consistent with the City of Mississauga Official Plan for
proposing market-based ownership housing in an area accessible via existing services and
infrastructure. The proposal conforms with the current Provincial, Regional and municipal housing
policies and represents good planning.

6.4

Meadowvale Village Character Area

The subject property is located within the Meadowvale Village Character Area (herein referred to
as “The Character Area”). The proposed site design conforms to Section 16 of the Official Plan
through a site design which integrates with the existing natural features of Fletcher’s Creek in a
cohesive manner. The proposed development highlights the unique view of Fletcher’s Creek via
private terraces within the six-storey condominium building and larger rear yards associated with
the proposed residential lots. Landscaped buffers are located along the frontage of McLaughlin Road
to provide screening and add natural aesthetic. Landscaped screening is proposed along the rear
residential lots to provide privacy and buffer the natural heritage area. Proposed parking and loading
are located below grade and internal to the site to create an attractive streetscape along Navigator
Drive. The proposed single residential lots will include front garages to support the existing
streetscape pattern on Spinnaker Circle.
The built form incorporates transitioning away from the low-rise residential dwellings fronting
Spinnaker Circle. The six-storey condominium building will be constructed to transition away from
the west portion of the property, providing additional privacy and limiting overlook for the low-rise
residential dwellings abutting the six-storey condominium building. The proposed development will
utilize high quality building materials which incorporate the Character Area policies and remain
sensitive to the existing natural heritage. Therefore, the proposed Amendments conform to Section
16 policies identified as part of the Meadowvale Neighbourhood.
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7.0 SUPPORTING STUDIES
7.1

Sun/Shadow Study (prepared by FTP Architects Inc.)

The Sun/Shadow Study was prepared to illustrate the impact of development in terms of sun and
daylight access to the surrounding context including surrounding buildings, the public realm, public
and private open space. The prepared Sun/Shadow study concludes the proposed development will
present minimal shadow impacts onto the proposed residential dwellings fronting Spinnaker Circle
with limited impacts to existing adjacent residential dwellings located on Navigator Drive. The
Sun/Shadow study demonstrates how the City’s minimum sun access factor requirements are met
for amenity spaces.
7.2

Landscape Plan (prepared by MSLA)

The Landscape Plan was prepared to outline existing and proposed trees, vegetation, plantings and
fencing on the subject lands. The plan proposes additional landscaping to the north located in the
Landscape Conservation Block via coniferous trees, plantings and a sodded area. Proposed
Deciduous trees are planned for the McLaughlin frontage with trees and a green space located at the
southern portion of the subject lands. Seated walls with raised planting beds are planned for the
outdoor amenity space to provide an engaging visual appeal with additional deciduous trees to
increase the tree canopy.
7.3

Arborist Report and Tree Protection, Removals Plan (prepared by MSLA and David
White Tree Care)

An Arborist Report and Tree Protection and Removals Plan was prepared to assess the potential
impacts of the proposed construction of a new development on the site and the adjacent properties.
The Tree Protection and Removals Plan identifies existing trees and vegetation on the subject lands
to be preserved and removed as a result of the proposed development. The Plan provides details
related to the preservation of trees via the ‘Tree Protection Zone’ (TPZ) and delineates the protective
hoarding for trees to be retained on site. The Arborist Report recommends the removal of 35 trees
which are in conflict with the proposed development and 3 additional trees as a result of poor
condition. Six trees are proposed to be retained/ protected on the subject lands with additional trees
and vegetation planted as per the Landscape Plan.

7.4

Functional Servicing and Stormwater Management Report

The proposed development can be fully serviced by connecting to existing services. A summary of
the findings of the FSR/SWM prepared by Skira & Associates Ltd. is provided below.
Water
The proposed five residential dwellings fronting Spinnaker Circle will be provided with individual
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connections to Spinnaker Circle. The proposed condominium building will be serviced to the
existing 300mm dia. Watermain located on McLaughlin Road. The existing fire hydrant on
McLaughlin Road will be utilized to provide external fire coverage for the condominium building.
Sanitary
The proposed five residential dwellings fronting Spinnaker Circle will be provided with individual
sanitary connections. All individual dwellings will be able to discharge sanitary sewer gravity
including basement elevations. The proposed condominium building will be serviced to the existing
250mm dia. sanitary sewer located on Spinnaker Circle. A 3.0 metre wide easement between Lots 2
and 3 will be required.
Stormwater
Based on existing conditions the single residential lots will continue to drain towards the previously
assigned drainage area towards Spinnaker Circle. The proposed condominium building will
contribute runoff towards Fletcher’s Creek Valley through surface discharge. The condominium
block runoff has to be controlled prior to Fletcher’s creek release and Roof controls will be applied
to the main structure to restrict roof runoff. The remaining area of the building is proposed to be
designed as green roof / walkout patio space. Runoff from this space will be collected and conveyed
through the underground garage storm system to storage / cooling trench, outside of the building
envelope area and the discharged through vegetated swale towards Fletcher’s Creek. The Regional
Floodline associated with Fletcher’s Creek is proposed to be realigned to accommodate the proposed
development and control water flowing over the McLaughlin Road bridge.
7.5

Environmental Impact Statement (prepared by Beacon Environmental)

An Environmental Impact Study was prepared to identify significant natural heritage resources and
functions and indirect impacts of the proposed redevelopment on these features and functions, and
recommends mitigation and enhancement measures to protect and restore the ecological integrity of
the NHS. The only monitoring recommended would be the monitoring resulting from the proposed
Valleyland Restoration and Enhancement Plan. All significant natural heritage features associated
with the Fletcher’s Creek valleylands are located northwest of the subject property and outside the
proposed redevelopment area. In summary, this EIS has determined that the proposed redevelopment
will not adversely impact upon any significant natural heritage features and ecological functions
associated with the NHS. Therefore, it is our opinion that the proposed redevelopment is in
conformity with the various environmental policies and regulations that apply to the site.
7.6

Preliminary Environmental Noise Report (prepared by Jade Acoustics)

A Preliminary Environmental Noise Report was prepared to assess the potential impact of road
traffic on McLaughlin and Highway 401 and air traffic using Toronto Pearson International Airport
as a result of the proposed development. Through technical review it was determined all proposed
residential lots and units will require mandatory central air conditioning due to aircraft traffic.
Mitigation measure such as sound barriers are proposed in the form of an acoustic fence required for
the outdoor amenity area on the south side of the condominium building and terraces associated with
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the five first storey northerly oriented residential suites closest to McLaughlin Road. Windows,
exterior door and exterior wall construction better than standard construction practices are required
for all proposed residential units and lots. In advance of building permits, the acoustical requirements
should be reviewed by an acoustical consultant to ensure compliance. In addition, prior to
occupancy, the residential lots and condominium units should be inspected to ensure the required
mitigation measures have been incorporated. Therefore, it was concluded through mitigative
measures all residential lots and all residential units in the proposed six-storey condominium
building will adhere to the noise guidelines.
7.7

Phase One Environmental Site Assessment (prepared by Bruce Brown Associates
Ltd.)

The Phase One Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) was prepared to evaluate the presence of any
hazardous, regulated or deleterious materials and document the site condition which could influence
the present or future use on the property. The Phase One ESA included a site visit, a review of
historical records and an interview with the property owner. The Phase One ESA concluded no
unsatisfactory environmental condition requiring mitigation was found during the investigation.
Therefore, a Phase Two ESA is not required.
7.8

Archaeological Assessment (prepared by The Archaeologists Inc.)

A Stage One and Stage Two Archaeological Assessment was prepared to assess the archaeological
potential of the subject lands. A Stage One background study was conducted to provide information
about the property’s geography, history, previous archaeological fieldwork and current land
condition to recommend appropriate strategies for a Stage Two pit survey. The Stage One
background study determined the subject property exhibited potential for the recovery of
archaeological resources of cultural heritage value and concluded the property required a Stage Two
Assessment. The Stage Two Assessment was conducted via test pit survey which concluded no
archaeological resources or sites were identified, therefore no further assessment is required.
7.9

Housing Report (prepared by Glen Schnarr & Associates Inc.)

The Housing Strategy was prepared to evaluate the proposed Official Plan and Zoning By-law
Amendment Development Application as more than 50 units are being proposed. The strategy
identifies the type of market-based affordable housing provided within the development application
and justifies how the strategy conforms and is consistent with existing provincial, regional and
municipal policies and programs. The Housing Strategy concluded the proposed development
represents an intensification of an underutilized property accessible via public transit and existing
community services and infrastructure. The proposed housing strategy represents good planning and
conforms with current provincial, regional and municipal housing policies.

7.10

Traffic Impact Study (Prepared by Next Trans)

The Traffic Impact Study includes the parking utilization study, transportation demand management,
waste management and loading area assessments required to property assess the transportation
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impacts of the proposed development. A full moves access will be provided onto McLaughlin Road
to service the proposed midrise building and residential driveways onto Spinnaker Circle to
accommodate the four single-detached family units are accommodated. The transportation study
concludes that the proposed development can adequately be accommodated by the existing
transportation network, excellent existing Mississauga Transit Services, the future Hurontario LRT,
as well as the Transportation Demand Management measures and incentives. The Waste
Management Plan and Operations and Safety Assessment are included within the Traffic Impact
Study.
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8.0

CONCLUSION

The proposed development is of a compact form and has been designed to maximize the
underutilized large size of the property by addressing each unique frontage with different conditions.
The proposed single detached residential lots will facilitate the completion of the development
pattern of the adjacent detached lots on Spinnaker Circle and further west. To the south, the green
roof and amenity area buffer the building from the existing residential lots and provide
approximately 15 and 19 metre setbacks from the wall of the condominium. The condominium
building is of a sensitive height (6 storeys) and provides appropriate transition to adjacent areas
through architectural stepping and design.
It is our opinion that the proposed Official Plan Amendment, Zoning By-law Amendment and Draft
Plan of Subdivision will bring the City’s Official Plan and Zoning By-law into conformity with
upper-tier planning policy and into consistency with the PPS. This opinion is based on this review
of the policy planning framework currently in effect for the subject property. The supporting studies
prepared to technically assess and evaluate the proposed development are shown to support this
opinion. As such the proposed Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment are
justified and represent good planning for the following reasons:
1. The proposed Amendments are consistent with the polices of the Provincial Policy
Statement and conform with the Growth Plan and the Region of Peel Official Plan in relation
to intensification within settlement areas, contributing to a range of housing options and
efficiently utilizing existing infrastructure;
2. The current land uses designation applicable to the subject property contained in the City
of Mississauga Official Plan diverges with Provincial and Regional policies regarding the
efficient use of land, diverse housing and complete communities. The proposed Amendments
are consistent with and conform to Provincial and Regional polices and will facilitate the
development of an underutilized property;
3. The proposed six (6) storey condominium building represents a more efficient use of land
and will provide a compact form of development at an appropriate density which can connect
to existing services and utilize existing community infrastructure;
4. The proposed five (5) single residential lots conforms with the existing Official Plan
designation and zoning therefore it conforms with the Regional Plan and Growth Plan, and
is also consistent with the PPS; Provides appropriate transition to stable residential area
5. The diverse unit sizes and option for barrier free units will accommodate singles, couples
and young families, those with varying accessible needs as well as older residents choosing
to age in place.
6. The proposed development includes twelve (12) affordable housing units which conform
to the City of Mississauga requirements and support both low- and middle-income
households age in place, commute and raise families within the Meadowvale Village
Neighbourhood
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7.The proposed development is well served by existing community infrastructure such as
neighbourhood/commercial services, existing recreational open spaces, institutional
facilitates and Transit Services; and recreational and institutional services;
8. The proposed south western built form provide architecturally sensitive design facades
of stone, brick and wood finishing which provide visually appealing vistas of Fletcher’s
Creek and conform with the Meadowvale Village Neighbourhood Character Area design
guidelines;
9. The proposed development is compatible, respectful and consistent with surrounding
development and existing residential detached dwellings; and
10. The Fletcher’s Creek tributary and associated natural area are protected and enhanced.
As demonstrated in this Report, the proposed Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendments
demonstrate consistency with the Provincial Policy Statement (2020) and conformity with the
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2019), Region of Peel Official Plan (2016) and will
bring the City of Mississauga Official Plan (2018) into conformity with current the current Provincial
policy framework.

Respectfully submitted,
GLEN SCHNARR & ASSOCAITES INC.

Jim Levac, MCIP, RPP
Partner

Bruce McCall-Richmond, MCIP, RPP
Associate
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Amendment No. XX to Mississauga Official Plan
Map "A" attached constitutes Amendment No. XX.
Also attached but not constituting part of the Amendment are Appendices I and II.
Appendix I is a description of the Public Meeting held in connection with this Amendment.
Appendix II is a copy of the Planning and Building Department report dated XX, pertaining to
this Amendment.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Amendment is to change the land use designation of the subject lands from
Residential Low Density II to Residential High Density.

LOCATION
The lands affected by this Amendment are located adjacent and to the west of McLaughlin Road,
south of the Fletcher’s Creek tributary and north of Navigator Drive. The subject lands are located
in the Meadowvale Village Character Area, as identified by the Mississauga Official Plan.
BASIS
Mississauga Official Plan came into effect on November 14, 2012, save and except for the
outstanding site-specific appeals to the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal.
The subject lands are designated Residential Low Density II which permits detached, semidetached, duplexes, triplexes, street townhouses and other forms of low-rise dwellings with
individual frontages.
An Official Plan amendment is required to allow a six (6) storey condominium building apartment
building with frontage on McLaughlin Road. The proposed detached residential dwellings part of
the same application and with frontage on Spinnaker Drive do not require an amendment to the
Official Plan.
The proposed Amendment is acceptable from a planning standpoint and should be approved for
the following reasons:
1. The proposal represents the redevelopment of an underutilized residential property for
residential uses compatible with the surrounding neighbourhood.
2. The proposal includes the protection and enhancement of the Fletcher’s Creek area north
of the subject lands.
3. The continuation and maintenance of the existing lotting pattern on Spinnaker Circle is
achieved.
4. The compatibility to the existing houses adjacent and to the south of the subject lands is
addressed by the siting of the building away from the homes, the architectural design and
features.
5. The proposal contributes to the range of housing choices, including affordable options, in
the City and the surrounding neighbourhood.

DETAILS OF THE AMENDMENT AND POLICIES RELATIVE THERETO
1. Section 16.17, Meadowvale Village Neighbourhood Character Area, of the Mississauga Official
Plan, is hereby amended by adding Special Site X on Map 16-7: Meadowvale Village
Neighbourhood Character Area, in accordance with the Special Site Policies.
2. Section 16.17.5, Special Site Policies, Meadowvale Village Neighbourhood Character Area, of
the Mississauga Official Plan, is hereby amended by adding the following:
16.3.1.2 Special Site X

16.3.1.2.1 Within the lands identified as Special Site X, located adjacent and to the west of
McLaughlin Road, south of the Fletcher’s Creek tributary and north of Navigator Drive, a special
Site within the Meadowvale Village Neighbourhood Character Area will be established.
16.3.1.2.2 Notwithstanding the policies of this Plan, an apartment building having a height of six
(6) storeys and 21 metres and will be permitted on the subject lands.
16.3.1.2.3 Notwithstanding the policies of this Plan, the apartment building will be permitted to
have a maximum Gross Floor Area of 8,612 square metres and a maximum FSI of 2.1.
3. Schedule 10, Land Use Designations, of Mississauga Official Plan, is hereby amended by
changing the land use designation of the subject lands from Residential Low Density II to
Residential High Density, as shown on Map "A" of this Amendment.

IMPLEMENTATION
Upon the approval of this Amendment by the Council of the Corporation of the City of Mississauga,
the Mississauga Official Plan will be amended in accordance with this Amendment. The lands will
be concurrently rezoned to implement this Amendment.

This Amendment has been prepared based on the Office Consolidation of Mississauga Official
Plan March 13, 2019.

INTERPRETATION
The provisions of Mississauga Official Plan, as amended from time to time regarding the
interpretation of that Plan, will apply in regard to this Amendment.
This Amendment supplements the intent and policies of Mississauga Official Plan.

MAP 'A' - PART OF
SCHEDULE 10
LAND USE
DESIGNATIONS

SCALE 1:5000
MAY 27, 2020

EXISTING LAND USE DESIGNATIONS PROPOSED LAND USE DESIGNATIONS

A By-law to amend By-law 0225-2007, as amended.
WHEREAS pursuant to section 34 of the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.P.13, as amended,
the Council may amend a Zoning By-law;
NOW THEREFORE the Council of The Corporation of the City of Mississauga
ENACTS as follows:
1. By-law 0225-2007, as amended, being a City of Mississauga Zoning By-law, is
amended by adding the following Exception Table:
4.15.2.XX
Exception: RA2-XX
Map # 44W
By-law:
In a RA2-XX zone the permitted uses and applicable regulations shall be as specified for a
RA2 Zone except that the following uses/regulations shall apply:
Regulations
4.15.2.XX.1.
4.15.2.XX.2
4.15.2.XX.3
4.15.2.XX.4
4.15.2.XX.5
4.15.2.XX.6

The regulations of Subsections 2.1.14 and 4.1.8 and line
13.6 of Table 4.15.1 of this By-law shall not apply
Maximum floor space index – Apartment Zone
Maximum projection of a balcony outside the buildable
area identified on Schedule RA2-XX of this Exception
Minimum number of resident parking spaces per
dwelling unit
Minimum amenity area

2.1
1.0 m
1
2.1 m2 per
dwelling unit

All site development shall comply with Schedule RA2-XX
of this Exception

4.4.4.XX
Exception: R10-XX
Map # 44W
By-law:
In a R10-XX zone the permitted uses and applicable regulations shall be as specified for a
R10 Zone except that the following uses/regulations shall apply:
Regulations
4.4.4.XX.1

Minimum lot area

4.4.4.XX.2

Minimum interior side yard

4.4.4.XX.3

Minimum front yard setback to the garage face

347 m2
1.2 m on one side
of the lot and
0.60m on the other
side
5.3 m

4.4.4.XX
Exception: R10-XX
Map # 44W
By-law:
In a R10-XX zone the permitted uses and applicable regulations shall be as specified for a
R10 Zone except that the following uses/regulations shall apply:
Maximum encroachment of a porch into the required
4.4.4.XX.4
1.6 m
front yard
4.4.4.XX.5

Maximum lot coverage

47.75%

2. Map Number 44W of Schedule “B” to By-law 0225-2007, as amended, being the City of
Mississauga Zoning By-law, is amended by changing thereon from “R1” to “R10-XX”,
“RA2-XX” and OS1” PROVIDED HOWEVER THAT the “R10-XX”, “RA2-XX” and
“OS1” zoning shall only apply to the lands which are shown on the attached Schedule “A”
outlined in the heaviest broken line with the “R10-XX”, “RA2-XX” and “OS1” zoning
indicated thereon.
ENACTED and PASSED this ________ day of _________________________ 2020.

________________________
Mayor
_______________________
Clerk

APPENDIX “A” TO BY-LAW NO. ________________

Explanation of the Purpose and Effect of the By-law

The purpose of this By-law is to permit five detached dwellings fronting onto Spinnaker Crescent and
a 6 storey apartment building fronting on McLaughlin Road.
This By-law amends the zoning of the property outlined on the attached Schedule “A” from “R1” to
“R10-XX” and “RA2-XX.
The “R1” zone permits detached dwellings on 22.5 m (73.8 ft) wide lots
The “R10-XX” zone permits detached dwellings on 12 m (39.3 ft) wide lots
The “RA2-XX” zone permits an apartment with a maximum floor space index of 2.2, in compliance
with Schedule RA2-XX
The “OS1” zone permits passive and active recreational uses

Location of Lands Affected
Property bordered by McLaughlin Road on the east and Spinnaker Crescent on the west, north of
Courtneypark Drive West as shown on the attached Map designated as Schedule “A”.
Further information regarding this By-law may be obtained from XXXXXX of the City Planning and
Building Staff at (905) 615-3200 x XXXX.
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